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EDITORIAL
Recently I went to see the new
film, "MARS ATTACKS", by
Director Tim Burton. I found this
to be a great ptece of
entertainment in many ways,
including the fact that we get to
see the Houses Of Parliament
blown up - a scene so lacking in
Independence Day. Obviously
being a British director Tim just
couldn't leave this scene out! Also
I enjoyed an obvious dig at the
American Freemasons by using
their Pyramid with an all seeing
eye as a emblem of the invading
aliens. A nice touch -, ~ ,c,,c,~ ,
you are careful you
mutilated cow being
the distance by an alien, on
a spacecraft.

Colin Ridyard brings us the
latest news on the previously
mtssmg but now "found"
document regarding P&SS and
Rudloe Manor (and their
involvement with investigating
UFOs). Colin has now involved
his local MP in the fight for
information. It
like UFO
research will nrcma1ol
political this
to the Ro

In an interview with Tim
Casady I get to hear about
apparent wide scale hoaxing and
trickery in presentation of the
Hopi Indian prophecies. A
worrymg tale considering the
of attention these
given in the UFO
media.
there is a scathing and
write up on me - the editor
of this magazine. I have put it in
so people can comment and give
me feedback on the work I do
-else send your criticisms for the
author who attacked my work and
expenences.

I was very interested to see
that photographs of the Roswell
Footage cameraman have been
released on the internet.
I have recently been to the
Czech Republic on a UFO lecture
visit and also to investigate UFO
report cases in this country. I was
interested to see great parallels
between their reports ofUFO and
abductions and ours - a important
factor considering the Czech
people have not had access to
much, if any, UFO literature or
TV on the subjects. Reports of my
finding will appear in the next
issue of Truthseekers. My trip is
the reason that this edition is late. .

Jonathan Hurst brings us into
the very strange world of
abductees and contactees. He
reports on his fiancee Jan's
experiences and tries to make
sense of the messages that both he
and her are given by the
"Reticulan" aliens.

Errata

In keeping with a wider
on conspiracies we have a
feature on a secret US spy base
in the UK which seems to be
beyond all normal parliamentary
oversight. What could be so
secret that it is above parliament
we have to ask? We speak to the
activists who are bringing this
fascinating news item to the
worlds attention.

AS A
article from last

published by Michael Talbot
is mentioned in Whitley
Streibers book Breakthrough. We
not have the details of who
the article at time of going
press in last issue. Thanks to E
Suhs for this.
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GCHQ UFO
Workers at Britain' s biggest spybase
in Cheltenham, were baffled by the
s1ghtmg of a UFO in the sky above it.
Employees at GCHQ watched amazed as
two bright lights flew at break neck speed
over the base in complete silence at 4.30
yesterday morning.
GCH~,

. Two security guards reported seeing the
hghts. "We are close to the Fairford airbase
used by the USAF so it is possible that the
lights could have been something from
there." A statement from GCQH said.
Source "THE CITIZEN" newspaper Gloucester ... Sat March 30 1996.

TOP BRITISH ADMIRAL
WARNS OF "SATANIC"
UFOs
[This story appeared in the London
Times on February 28, written by Ruth
Gledhill, Religion Correspondent. CNI
News thanks Errol Bruce Knapp and
Rebecca Keith for forwarding this to us.]
A fonner head of the [British] Armed
Forces has helped to forn1 a pressure group
to . warn of the satanic nature of many
wudentlfied flying objects. Admiral of the
Fleet Lord Hill-Norton, Chief of Defence
Staff, 1971-73 , is involved with UFO
Concern out of worry that some UFO
encounters are "definitely antithetical to
orthodox Christian belief" , according to
today's Church Times.
The Rev Paul Inglesby, a sub-deacon in
an Orthodox church, who is secretary of
UFO Concern, said the truth about UFOs
has been suppressed for many years. He had
never seen a UFO himself but knew many
who had. "It is what they do and the
messages that come from them that are antiChristian, or demonic," he added.
Gordon Creighton, a Buddhist who edits
Flying Saucer Review, said the group's
founders were right to be concerned: "I do
believe that the great bulk of these
phenomena are what is called satanic."
However, David Wilkinson, a Methodist
minister and an astrophysicist whose "Alone
In The Universe" was published this month,

told Church Times that Christians had
nothing to fear from alien life forms.
Lord Hill-Norton, 82, confirmed last
night that he had helped to found UFO
Concem, but declined further conunent.

SANTILLI FOOTAGE
UPDATE
Recently a videotaped interview with
somebody who claimed to be the
cameraman, took place. The video was
reportedly shot by tl1e cameraman's own
son on a non-professional camcorder.
However, due to an apparent mistake in
lighting, the cameran1an's plan to obscure
his own face failed. Though tl1e son did
turn tlus tape over to Santilli, he requested
that it not be shown w1less tl1e face and the
voice could be suitably disguised.

purpose. We will then compile and
distribute information from this database to
key researchers, of course including
yourself. For the benefit of all visitors to this
web site, especially potential eyewitness
contri.butors to our search, would you please
explam your own view of, and involvement
in, tllis effort?
Kiviat: Since I'm in pre-production on a
potential new UFO special for FOX, it's very
llllportant to view tlus as a possible element
in t_he show. If we can close tlus thing out
durmg pre-production, we'll cover how this
web site and tlus project led to a closure.
This is the first time that anyone has shown
the footage to the American public through
some media outlet. People need to see this
face and see if they know who tlus person is.
Tlus is a big step, in my opinion, because
the Intemet is going to become a major

I?espite the cameran1an's wishes, Ray
Santllh soon decided to sell the unaltered
video to a Japanese television network.
The Japanese aired tl1e footage in Japan in
December, 1996. Soon, copies of that
broadcast arrived in the United States.
CNI News (Web/Internet based news
service) acquired a copy in early February.
Though the video quality was poor, the
cameraman's face was visible and his voice
was clear.

Lindemann: As you know, CNI News
is ~ow determined to do everytlung
poss1ble to discover the identity of tlus
man. Not only are we posting still images
and a short video clip of the cameraman on
this website, but we have also created an
interactive area so that people who may
have information on tlus man's identity or
whereabouts can enter that information in
the new database we've built for this
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source for cooperation between television
shows like mine and the viewing public.
Thi~ p~oject at the CNI News site is a great
begllllllllg -- I can't stress that enough -- to
get information out to the public and to help
close some of these nagging issues in one of

Above: Photos of the cameraman
which were circulated on the Internet.
The race is now on to identify the man!

the greatest mysteries of perhaps the last 25
years. It's time to close tins out now.
We want daily reports on anything that
comes in. Eventually, ti1is may well be
where the story breaks. So we respect what
you're doing at CNI News. We respect the
direction you're going and we would like to
help in every way we can to find this
individual and to cover timt on our show.

CALL FOR UFO
E
GATION
Strange umdenti.fied objects have been
spotted over Anglesey to such a degree that
the islanders have now written
to
parliament asking MPs to set up a
comnrission to investigate tile strange and
unexplained phenomenon. Earlier tlris week
(21st March 97) ilie petition from the
islanders of Ynys Mon, who are used to
regular flights overhead from training jets at
RAF Valley, was published in tile House Of
Commons daily order paper.
Conunent from Colin Ridyard, a North
Wales UFO investigator is that there has
been a steady stream of sightings in the area
and ti1is has culminated in ti1e recent wish
for an investigation. Colin, who is interested
in political pressure, says that he will be
trying to get other groups of people to lobby
their MPs for action in their areas in the
hope that this may cause movement in the
MOD for a proper investigation or release of
information. 23 March 97

ISP RAIDED BY POLICE
The ultimate Internet horror finally
happened - in Vienna. On Thursday the
Vietma Internet provider VIP was raided by
state police and the justice system for
alleged child-porno distribution. All his
equipment was taken by the police to check
if and how porno-material was distributed
by his server. The provider VIP and the
owner Peter Wlcek complained ti1at 10,000
ftles and more are handled each day and it's
not his job to check each file. He has 2500
customers and companies on his server who
are cut off from the net witi10ut any wanring.
The damage could be gigantic. Worse still,
the Austrian governuient has no real proof of
it, because ti1e order to seize the equipment
and cut off the provider came from state
lawyers in Munich, GERMANY(!)
NOTE: We are not confronted with local
state terror any more, now we are hit by
international state terror. And soon world
wide terror. Don't let them get away with
that: A German to be able to seize
equipment in any country in the world. This

action happened within 10 Days(!!!)
Only one of the 2500 customers had
porno-pictures stored on the VIP server,
the Germans said. One of 2500 did
sometiring wrong (maybe) and 2499 other
pay the bill. The law system and the
totally gone mad German government
makes tins crazy thing possible.
And what is even more crazy in this
mad justice system in Austria, there is no
legal way possible to complain against tlris
confiscation of equipment.
Worse still, tlris could happen again
and in every country once the Germans
have found a way to stop unwanted
information on the Internet. Porno is only
ti1e camouflage for a total information
control on the Net.

MOD CHANGE UFO
REPORTING POLICY
In a radical change to ti1e MOD policy
on UFO reporting, a new telephone
answering line has been installed at the
Airstaff 2a (The UFO reporting section)
which now states the following:
"You have reached the Ministry of
Defence Secretariat of Airstaff. You may
use tlris voicemail facility to make reports
of unusual aerial observations which you
wish to draw to the attention of the MOD.
However, the departments interest is
confined only to establishing whether
ti1ere is evidence of unauthorised nrilitary
activity in UK airspace. On this basis if
you wish to register a report please leave
your name address and telephone number
after the tone, giving brief details of what
you have seen. Please remember to include
the date time and precise location. You
will be contacted further only in the event
that we consider that any follow up is
required. If your enquiry concerns the
policy on the so called "UFO phenomena,
you will need to write to us at
MOD .. . .. .... (address), or if you are a
member of the press you can speak to the
MOD Press Office."
Tlris message was made available on
3rd April 1997, and is a departure from the
usual policy wlrich was to reply to each
person on their sighting. It would seem
that the MOD are trying to make it
publicly known that they do not want to
know about UFO' s and as such I think a
number of researchers will be taking their
complaint, and also that their relevant
questions are no longer being answered by
the MOD, on these facts to parliament

tlris sununer.

WAS DEFCON 4
REPORT A HOAX?
INTERNET
MESSAGE
CITING
NORAD AT DEFON 4 A HOAX
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
hrs. Aprill7/ 1997.

18:10

Internet users in Canada and the United
States receieved ti1e following e-mail
message: "It is almost I:30 am and I am
listening to ART BEU and several of his
guests... ifyou're not listening, it is possible
that history is being made tonight. For those
of you not listening NORAD at Cheyenne
Mountain, Colorado, is on a full alert and is
at DEFON 4. Also there has been a full
military alert tonight.

There are reports of UFO sightings
today and tonight in several areas as well as
major sighting via satellite off the Northern
California coast this morning and if true it
is awesome.
There is also the possibility that we are
entering into a very serious deadly situation
of a military nature. National Security.
Whatever the reason for this alert it is
serious from DEFON 4 to be issued for any
reason.
Please say a prayer for the continuation
of our freedom and peace.
Signed: Charlotte.
Captain Dubuc, Media Liaison Officer
for Department of National Defence
Headquarters in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
stated that ilie Defence Condition at
NORAD was definitely not at DEFON 4 which is one step down from nuclear war.
According to Dubuc there has been no
unidentified traffic over the skies of Canada
and tins was echoed by the Media Liaison
Officer at Canadian Armed Forces- Air and
Sea Search and Rescue Operation
headquarters at CFB Trenton, Ontario.
A report issued earlier today by the
National UFO Reporting Center in the
United States claims a federal employee
contacted them stating a huge anomalous
object was photographed by the GOES-9
weather satellite at 15:30 hours Zulu (8:30
am Pacific) and it was allegely reported on
CNN that NORAD had heightened it's alert
status. Jim Hedges of CNN News Center in
Atlantoa told tlris reporter that he was not
aware of tlris story. Hedges said that he had
just fmished speaking to their Pentagon
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Liaison contact within the hour and there
was no report of any strange, unusual or
military problem.

CLONING PRODUCTION
LINE STARTS

The US Weather Bureau and contacts at
NASA said that this was the first that they
had heard any of this.

French 'ufo guru' Claude Verilhon Rael
is in Tokyo to promote his human cloning
laboratory that is based in the Bahamas,
because the cloning of humans is
permitted in the Bahamas. He now wants
to have a clone of himself created for
reasons best known to himself. {Could this
be the year of mad UFO cult
happenings??- ED}
Sources dpa NASSAU & Eye For An
Eye Bulletin.

Report by Rob McConnel
THEN AS IF BY MAGIC I GOT HOLD
OF A REPORT FORWARDED BY
DERREL SIMS IN THE US . IT WAS
FROM A MUFON STATE DIRECTOR IN
NEVADA. A PHOTO IS ATTACHED.

NEW CZECH REPUBLIC
PARANORMAL MAG.
People in the Czech Republic are now
being brought up to speed on the happenings
of the outside paranormal world and the
internal weird happenings of their country
courtesy of a new magazine called Fantastic
Facts (Fantastika Fakta). This new
magazine is sold on the news-stands and is
edited by friends of Truthseekers magazine
in the SIRIUS research group. SIRIUS have
provided Truthseekers with articles on crop
circles in the past and we have shared our
news items with them- some of which have
now appeared in the magazine. Because of
marketplace differences their magazine
retails at around 50p but is still a fully
printed magazine. It makes one wonder,
doesn't it, with our magazines costing so
much.
We were lucky recently to be able to
help SIRIUS with their first conference in
Prague at the Pyramida Hotel. The
conference was attended by speakers from
Germany, Poland and by myself as a UK
representative. The Czech Republic has
been very much starved of UFO and
paranormal news under the Soviet rule but
now as a free country they are fmding out
exactly what is going on. The people are
very interested and Fantastic Facts magazine
sells out immediately.

The image which you see above
and to the left if taken from the
GEOS-9 satellite system web site.
People familiar with the GEOS
satellite noticed that the UFO was
seen in both the visible and infra red
cameras - which transmit their data
independently which rules out this
being wither a camera or signal
glitch. Estimates have put the object
as being high in the atmosphere but
are unable to say exactly how large
the object is - although they think
probably many miles wide.
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We were delighted to be able to help
Petr Novak and other group members by
taking part in one of the Czech Republics
first press conferences on the paranormal. I
was able to speak on UFOs and the British
Cover-up with a view to impressing on
people how they should ask government for
information on UFOs.

Photo: M. Williams on Czech TV
with interpreter Alice Brabcova

The Curious Case of the Missing PRO
Document By Dr Colin Ridyard, C. Chem.,
M.R.S.C.
Early last February, I dispatched a
circular letter to a number of UFO Study
Groups up and down the country. This offer
also extends to anyone reading tllis article
willing to invest in a stamped SAE and 20p
to cover paper costs.
"I have recently been helping UFO
groups up and down tl1e country prepare
formal, written parliamentary questions to
present to tlleir MPs who will hopefully
table tllem in The House of Conm1ons.

If can be of some use to your group in
this way could you please send me the
following details:(i)
Your MPs name and constituency
(ii)
Details of any multi-witness
sightings in your area that were reported to
tl1e police, coast guard, MoD, Civil Aviation
Autllority or details of any sightings by
commercial pilots. I only need details of the
sighting it self and do not want you to break
witness confidentiality. However, if you do
send me any witness details, these will be
treated in confidence and I will return tile
details along with tile questions to be tabled
back to you. I will not photocopy any details
or keep any files on tl1e incident.

What I will send you is:(i)
A covering letter for your MP which
you have to sign and date.
(ii)
The details of the incident(s) for you
to pass on to your MP along with the
questions.
(iii) A mini-petition requiring ten to twenty
signatures from people in your UFO group
wllich supports any action your MP takes
If you have any questions, please don't
hesitate to contact me on 01248 811580. I
look forward to hearing from you. "

A number of people wrote back saying
words to the effect tl1at it was no use
trusting politicians,
they're corrupt
B*"'***"'s and given the multiple-sleaze

.

revelations doing tile rollllds in the Popular
Proletarian Press; I an1 loatl1e to disagree.
But, er ........... hang on a minute guys!
Surely a question tabled by a corrupt ND
is better tllan no question tabled at all!
Surely a question tabled by a Tory MP on
behalf of a Labour/Lib- Dem!Monster
Raving Loony Supporter is better tllan no
question tabled at all, assunling said NV
does not ask for a bribe tile size of a iliird
world country's national debt. Surely a
question will be tabled by Mr Sleaze if a
petition turns up on his doorstep witll
more signatures than nun1bers in his Swiss
Bank Accollllt. And anyway, I put it to you
that tl1e vast majority of MPs are OK with
651 members, you are bound to get some
rotten apples!
The point is, liaising with your MP to
table
to
table
formal,
written
Parliamentary Questions is the way
forward. This is your right ! Although it
may not feel like it, we do officially live in
a Democracy and tl1is may be our most
potent weapon. The Hlllllan Spirit, The
Power of The People and our Democratic
Rights can and will overcome the powercrazed bureaucrats who seek to
nlislead and misinform.

to find tile nussmg file and advised tl1e
investigators to try at a later date. They
did-but to no avail.
Readers may be interested to know tl1at
under tile Public Records Acts of 1958 and
1967, once a document has been opened to
public inspection it carmot be closed again.
Being in regular contact witll my MP,
Mr Ieuan Wyn Jones, I wished to purchase
some documents from AIR 2/16918 for his
and my own reference. Especially tile ones
relating to investigations on members of tile
public who had witnessed UFOs. These
investigations were carried out by Provost
and Security Services (PSS, no, not the
Waffen SS !), tile MoD's own internal police
service who are currently based at RAF
Rudloe Manor.
You can imagine my
disappointment when, on 5 February, I
received a quote from tile PRO which said
"Unfortunately, AIR 2/16918 is currently
unavailable. I would suggest enquiring at a
later date for an estimate."
My initial verbal response to this is
quite unprintable in such a prestigious

To prove tllis point, let me tell
you tl1e story of tl1e missing PRO
Document AIR 2116918. The
mysterious absence of tl1is Public
Record was first brought to my
attention by my good friend and
WFIU Colleague (not to mention
arch-nemesis of the MoD) Chris
Fowler. On August 27tlllast year,
he visited the PRO witl1 Matthew
Willian1s, Richard Conway and
Sue Dilworth only to be told tl1at
the UFO-related file had been
missing since May. This was
despite there being a record
suggesting that it was held in
Photo Estimates.
Further
enquiries witll PRO Staff revealed
tllat tile MoD had requested the
docun1ent altl10ugh tills was later
denied by tl1e PRO and by Kerry
Philpott at the MoD. The PRO
promised to do all in their power
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journal as UFO Reality; however, after
allowing a cooling off period of nineteen
days (no, I didn't spend all that time
swearing and stamping my feet, honest! my
wife had in fact delivered a beautiful baby
boy so you can imagine, I was somewhat
distracted!) I spoke to the PRO
Reprographic Orders Supervisor on the
phone and asked him how on earth could a
file containing 326 sheets of A3 go missing.
The Supervisor, being a decent sort of chap
told me that he would make enquiries.
Indeed, he phoned back an hour later and
told me that the document had been found
and an estimate would be in the post. About
four days later, the "estimate" came in the
post and read rather curiously: "Further to our telephone conversation
of 24 February with regard to the current
status of AIR 2/16918 I regret to infonn you
that I have been misinforn1ed with regard to
this file and have today been told that this
file is still unaccounted for. "
Note the choice of word "told", not the
usual civil-service speak since "infonned" or
"advised" would be more usual in such
circumstances.
I am aware that there is something
called a Royal Assent which is a sort of
cop-out clause which could possibly
override the 1958 and 1967 Public Record
Legislation. With this in mind, I wrote back
to the PRO Reprographic Orders Supervisor
asking him whether or not AIR 211 6918 had
been censored with a Royal Assent. I also
offered assistance via my MP if the
document had been censored, suggesting
that he would help revoke any Royal Assent.
I must have touched a raw nerve as on or
around the 15 March I received a reply from
The Reprographic Ordering Manager
assured me that no censorship order had
been applied. Although I was still getting
nowhere, at least I had moved up the chain
of command.
Prior to tllis, I had already set the wheels
in motion for my NV to table a PQ on this
issue in a letter dated 3 March wllich read: 'Incredible as it may seem, I tl1ink this
administration is illegally trying to censor
Public Record docun1ents (see enclosures).
I would like to express my indignance
and outrage at what is undoubtedly a
politically motivated censorship, and
bearing in nlind that tl1e integrity of certain
armed forces mi.J.J.isters is already highly
questionable, I have also passed this
infonnation on to the Leader of the
Opposition and the Leader of the Lib Dems
A single Parliamentary Question along the
lmes "To ask ilie PM on whose orders has

ilie PRO Document AIR 2116918 been
censored from Public scrutiny since
August last year, for what reason and if he
will make a statement" may be beneficial
at tllis stage, especially smce oilier parties
are aware ofilie situation. "
As you can see, I had also sent details
to Paddy Ashdown and Tony Blair
informing tl1em of ilie situation (good old
civil service style to do things in
triplicate). I forgot to illform John Major
so if you are reading tllis magazme Jolnmy
Boy please accept my apologies, I did
write one for you; unfortunately however,
I think I misfiled it !
The letter from ilie Reprographic
Ordering Manager actually arrived on ilie
same day as Mr Ieuan Wyn Jones
agreement to table the appropriate
question. I duly wrote to The Ordering
Manager inforn1ing him that I had put ilie
details in the hands of my MP as a matter
of co111111on courtesy and also to reassure
him iliat I have noiliillg but adoration for
ilie majority if not all of tl1e hard working
staff at ilie PRO. We are all human after
all.
The PQ was tabled (and worded ii1 a
slightly more diplomatic way !) for a
written answer on Friday 21 March 1997
by Mr Jones and reads:
Mr Ieuan Wyn Jones: To ask the
Parliamentary Secretary, Lord Chancellor's
Department, if he will make a statement
on public access to Public Record Office
docmnent AIR 2116918.
The answer reads:
Mr Gary Streeter: The question
concerns a matter which has been assigned
to the Public Record Office under the
tenns of its framework document. I have
ilierefore asked ilie Chief Executive to
write to ilie honourable Member.
After this, it seems iliat all hell broke
loose as ilie followmg Tuesday, I received
a letter from the PRO Director of Public
Services (still climbing tl1at cham!) which
read:
"I can assure you iliat enormous efforts
have been made already to locate tllis file
and tl1at iliese are a continumg matter,
which is one I an1 taking very seriously
ii1deed, has caused me to review our rules
for staff use of the records and I an1
mtroducing new and Draconian measures
to ensure that ilie risk of such
misplacements is ill future kept to an
absolute mi.J.1imum"
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Even more incredibly, I received a letter
from ilie Director a few days later (dated 26
March) illfomling me iliat AIR 2/16918 had
been found.
Apparently, it had been
nlisplaced ill anoilier box
In
belonging to ilie same class.
nlitigation, I would like to add the PRO
holds several million documents on 160
kilometres of shelvmg, processmg over a
million docmnent movements each year.
We are all human and nlistakes can occur
although I would be interested to learn
wheilier any oilier UFO-related PRO
docun1ents have taken an extended vacation

The obvious question is was iliere any
skulduggery involved. Certaillly ilie fact
tl1at it only took five days to fmd a document
tl1at had hiilierto been nlissmg for a year
makes you wonder but what could the
motive be ? Nick Redfem also pomted out
that a letter from ilie Keeper of Public
Records to Mr Ieuan Wyn Jones dated 20
March revealed iliat ilie nlissmg document
was opened to public mspection ill July
1990, when in fact it was to all mtents and
purposes a still-classified document (ed
note, ilie document was in fact made public
ii1 Jan 1994 ). It would be interesting to fmd
out who iliese privileged members of tl1e
public were !
Given the MoD's policy of "deny
everything-adnlit noiliing" I would speculate
tl1at it was too embarrassing for ilie MoD to
reveal iliat UFO reports are taken seriously
enough for its own police to become
involved ill ilie mvestigation of civilians.
This is clearly ilie case ill AIR 2116918
which refers to a case mvestigated by PSS ill
Somerset circa 1962-63 . I understand tl1ere
are far better investigators than myself
looking mto iliese aspects and for my part, I
am happy to contmue wiili my political
lobbymg.
For years, Many people who investigate
UFOs have sent reports of mcidents to
Secretariat (Air Staff) 2a who have always
quoted ilie old "no defence significance"
cop-out clause. As Ufologists, we often
seem to retreat from iliese bureaucratic
bullies, we seem verbally intimidated when
told iliat church spires fly at 30000ft, Venus
flashes red, blue and green and The
Rendlesham landmg amongst the nukes was
"alleged" and irrelevant. I say it is time to
stop retreating behind our barricades. I say
it is tm1e to draw a !me ill ilie sand, hold our
ground and made a stand, I say it is time for
us to go on ilie assault and do a little verbal
bullymg of our own. Time to hit Parliament
hard and fast wiili relevant UFO-related
questions. Even if it is someiliing mundane
and si.J.nple along ilie lmes of

" To ask The Secretary
of State for Defence will he
concede that the UK
Airspace
has
been
·.,
penetrated by craft whose
design and perfonnance far Tot hput,r l"rovoat Narehol
exceed current state of the
Rea4quartere f'roY Qst -'! Scourl ty ~
; SJ/C •1'\%{6?/CIS
art aircraft design when
Senioea (United r...lnt:<.loal)
fl;,N, '%QAT
taken in the context of such
OounJHnt Bulld.l.ng,
lb'oiiVU'Il A'Ur~Ae,
reports as (i) submitted by
Aoton, fl.}.
Lieutenant Colonel Charles
Halt relating to events in
::. ·.
in
Rendlesham
forest
. .(
-~,:· ;i·. .· ..
December
1980
(ii)
correspondence from Air
Secretariat 2al relating to
the incidents of 30/31
G.[{.G,s. 4.6'-0 Gh4Hit l'lo,lf4 8eoon4 E41tlon MI!IFJIF.AD
aoall'! 1 inch to 1 alle (1992?0) ·
March
1993
(iii)Joint
Aimliss (P) 2/95 relating to
The Manchester Ringways
"./1• Letter reoell'e4 b,y R,I,F, Cfi£VnK!R fro. lrtS!J A. IIJ\'nSOU,
Incident of January 1995
"B" Stat•ent •.r taros. ft., nr.:.;s(Xf·.
(iv) AIR 20/9321, DDI
"C" Dlngrna oor:~pllw 1»1 lH8 ~1 . A. lf1.1JSCtt,
(Tech)/c.290/3/ referring to
an object at 50000ft that
ljftr;:tU'hmm
gave a
radar return
1,
No.~31777 BCT, Xcl'r!, J, ~ ,, l :endquartaro l' roYoet nntl :;oourlcy 80rTto.. (tr,;,)
consistent with a ship's echo
(V)AIR 20/9320, DDI
WQlJl4fL1i 1JiOMJ·l·l,)j!
(Tech )/S2 90 referring to an
anomalous radar return with
2,
Letter •44na ..d to k,/1,)', '.ll'.f.~l'QII. f~ IHDG, Arnrs ltr.1~'30N, CJIILLI~ OOD J'fJt)lf,
hovering
and
unusual
TJ{]l,L , TAUII'l'Ofl, dAtaoribin15 an . . rt.u. ph4mottlenon aeen flt n1e;ht.
A 0010' er
acceleration capability and
Appendi.x "A• wu pauod b)' hMc'! to tJ• In,.atlptor on 24th Ootobno, 1%2, b7
(vi) AIR 1611199 relating to
lJ1nfl c~ar c. J.!, r.r.a&:J, n.o.l'., v,.Lt., o,e. 1'171nc nns a•
CJttvnfOR.
the testimony of Flight
Lieutenant Kilburn of No
269 Squadron, RAF in
3. CIU.LUZJ ,"()(,'D ff.Jtt{ lie• It mile:~ ilouth ·;, eat oi TAIJIWJH and ia iJl a IRirlJ'
September 1952; and if he
laolated poa1tion,
·
will make a statement"
,;

•:f$il!m!Wf""'dm,Ar

~

.-..r.

Please support this
fight-back by lobbying your
own MT, it would be unfair
to expect Mr Ieuan Wyn
Jones to do all the fighting.
I am perfectly happy to
assist anyone with what
limited experience I have.
I can be contacted at 26
Hampton Way, Llanfaes,
Beaumaris, LL58 8LG
To conclude, a petition
containing
some
400
signatures was fonnally
presented to the Commons
on 17 March requesting the
of
an
establishment
Independent
Civilian
Commission to investigate
tl1e UFO phenomenon in the
UK.

4.
JU8S AIIJE 11Jl~:(ll1 1 ege4 16 1 aa\ d Ap('endh "8~ 1 that on 30th Aup.t, 1962
between 10 •.30 V••• tll\4 10,55 p.r:~. ahe opened tm- window of her n)C. wh.loh Caoet
"·"· "· an4 •••• 41Jiin1ah1 na etl\1'-lUce objeot tr1 th whet llj)j,..,._,d to be N4 1104',
cnen ooloured n-.. 0CIInif16 ti'OIII 1 t. It .... 1 llit'}ltlJ' larcer than tho ··~
ater and ap~a.r94 to be 1'0\Uld,
After about 2 · aiDiha lt beoeae Yft'T aull and
W. oou14 onl.r aee 1t w1 tb too at.c! o.f linowlllra.
Sh.fl ... q\li te eun that i t
aa not the naYl«at1on llt;hta o£ an &1rontt beoau~e ahe had teen theae 11U9'
U•e Ult. OCNJJ\ reooemee tMII iJnH1atel.7•
8be hear4 DO .oat at allo
lbe
tolt ...., •t.Mr ao4 t110 of her ,.,,there 1tbo loobt at the obJMt an4, llfWI' . - .
tleeuee.t•, eaU that 1t ,...t be a atuo. lhe . . . an tntl7 ia her tiaq
Ua• ..tter. Hhe 414 not look tor it ltJ*ln until 17th Ootober, 1962,
.... ehe ••• the obJon ,.at.n wlabh . . part1All.J oltewnc1 \7 toe.
I'Uh the aU
ot Mnotlillne ehe OOIIIpeft4 the obJeot trlt.h enoral atan an4 nDU..t that the
etan Wl.'lt 1UY117 tlfdt• wbentu the o•Jeet ... n4 M4 CZ"Hft• . m. oMtrY.t the
~~t ., th-1 roc elhn4 Clft4 ••• U.t it 4U not twh •• ~" an al.rontt'a
M.d.p\len llph but aa 'both net AlliS Sl""ll at the 1-.ne tlllllt, th• OOlOUft hi~~&
.UM to.. ~r u 1t ecneu.1.ns ...., bumlnc and st•in& off oo1oun4 fl.MN.
h&r to M4 . - . the olJJeet the notioe4 anothtr naetl.7' aiailar but ..tler
ob,S.ot.
She loat llaht of both ..,b.)eet• when the toe oloao4 in.
~ follorin&
J11t,t1t 18th Oo1ober, 1962 ehe ••• both obJeot• at 7.JO P•"'•
8he not1oe4 •
dUtennce 1n the colour of the oricinal obJoot wtdeh wu now •lttilll' P'Hft an4
......... n ... 1n tbe .... -r .. befon. 8be took • "bearl"'. with her 8011pul
and noti~ the obJoot to be d ltDu IIIAG~ th4t ..oon4 obJeot wu at 20° MNh ,
A\ '·~1 P••• 1M -.J,n \ook • bMrinG ; ancS found that the orir,iotll obJoot ... now
a\ 10 . IMO an4 1IU now cn-rv-tlhite in oolou.r,
TM .. oon4 obJaot _, 1101r ••
600•· MAO an4 appee.n4 r,nen in oolour, l loth obJoou " " atU1 Yb1ble ;..,a llh•
ntlnl at 10. p,a.
~
l; _

•••....Una

"

This months political
slogan is Figlrt tire Coverup

. ,e.

P~OTOCOPY : This is the offending document (amongst others) which probably got the file
Wlthdr,awn from the public record~ office. It shows that P&SS (UK) were investigating UFOs in
!he 60. s. ~here does that leave N1ck Pope and his story whereby his department was the only one
mvestlgatmg UFOs ... ? Or that officers of the MOD never visited witnesses ... ??? Hmmm
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Whilst in the Czech Republic recently I had the
pleasure of meeting a young student of the esoteric arts. His name is Ales Cesal. We discussed
many areas of the secrets of esoteric and secret
societies. Find out now what his opinions are
and how his experiences with Magic arts have
changed his life...

With Manhew Williams
Matthew Williams: Ales, can I ask you
what your involvement and interests with
the esoteric matters are.
Ales: TI1e best way to describe it, is that
am a member of an esoteric society
"Universali" which means Universal Eye. It
continues the traditions of the leading Czech
esoterics ,like Jan Kefer or Petr Kohout z
Lasenice {known as Lasenic} . We as a
society are trying to achieve a synthesis of
all esoteric teachings. For example Jan
Kefer was the librarian with the national
museum in Prague and everyone in the
esoteric world was interested in what he was
doing, even the Nazis wanted him working
for them. He even attempted in the first day
of World War 2 to make a very strong
evocation against the Nazis, but it didn't
succeed because the Black Powers fought
back.
He was even offered by Hitler to join his
team of personal astrologers, but he refused
this offer. Whilst he was a prisoner he made
it his personal task to try and recover many
of the esoteric books which were stolen by
the Nazis during the occupation but in the
end he was discovered and taken to a harsh
prison camp for workers, where he died. So
Kefer was part of a branch of the early
Universal Eye organisation before the war.

So his intention, together with Doctor
Elias who was to gather leading Kabbalist
information and he knew the magical
practices of Asia, was to provide as much
of tilis ancient knowledge to the public as
was possible. Petr Kohout z Lasenice Lasanek founded a lodge called Uwlihous
and he was of the opinion all ti1is
knowledge should be removed from the
public and kept for only a small amount of
people. TI1eir information was regarding
ancient Egypt etc. and ti1ese were tile
foundations of pre war "Universali".
After 1989 there was another
UJliversali group when ti1e old one was
renewed. The new one tries to continue in
ti1e work of the pre-war Universali but
considering ti1e coming of tile new age of
Aquarius tilere is a great need for new
ways and approaches. TI1e main idea is tile
concept of Hemlitism (it has noiliing to
do with hermits, but with Hermes
Trismegistos). TI1is means the synti1esis of
all the esoteric teachings including Tarot,
Kabbalah and up to Magic. Special
emphasis is put on Tarot and Alchemy.
MW: So how did you get involved in
all of this?
A: At first I used to read about
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mysteries in general, Loch Ness monster etc.
Then I got access to books by Ludvik
Soucek (A Czech autilor who is a popular
esoteric investigator) and Erich von
Daniken. I tilen got a book called "The
Dawn Of The Magicians". So from tilese
mystery works I got into deeper iliings.
MW: How do you research or go about
furthering his interest?
A: My main area of interest is between
the old teachings like magic and tile new
connections between aliens, UFOs and
abductions - possible connections between
demons etc. As regards how I practise, I am
still looking for my own way. It is a very
personal search. Sometimes I get tile feeling
tilat God is riveted down in some place and
tile force tilat is ruling us today is not God.
This does not mean tilat I do not believe in
God, just tilat I am a little scared sometin1es.
I just want to demonstrate that ti1e God is
not tilat almighty and tilat I don't want to
accept all tile religious dogma tilat tilere is.
For what do we know about tile way iliings
really are.

MW: Does tilis mean tilat God is really
ti1e underdog or just tilat he is not showing
llimself at tile moment - i.e. he could one
day rise up once again?

A: Possibly.
MW: What have you experienced in the
way of Tarot, Kabbalah and Magic that tells
you that all tllis stuff is real. Can you give us
examples?
A: I have experimented with Magic.
There are a lot of circumstances on wllich
this depends such as positions of the stars or
the moment of your birth.
MW: How far do you think that magic
can go.
A: It is unlimited - to the throne of God.
I know a few people who use magic but
where magic is concerned it never ends
well . It always backfires on people. There is
a certain rule and teaching in the esoteric
area which says - if you wish for sometlling,
then only wish for the kingdom of God. If
you wish for tllis tl1en the rest will follow by
the way.
Magic doesn' t often choose this patl1,
instead people who practice magic try to go
directly for the things that you would find on
tl1e way and this is why they backfire. If you
follow your path directly to the kingdom of
God then all those other things you were
seeking would happen anyhow.
Magic is a very demanding training
system. It requires a strong mind and strong
convictions. If the persons approach is not
serious then this is going to have very
serious consequences. You cannot avoid the
training else there will be dan1age to tl1e
mind or body.
Sometimes at tl1e end of the road
there is Knowledge, the word
Knowledge being with a capital K, but
if tl1e person is not ready to receive it,
it can kill him.
There is a very pertinent story
about two frogs. One frog lived in a
well and she was visited by a frog from
the sea. The frog from the sea told her
about the vastness of the sea . 1l1e frog
who lived in tl1e well would not
believe the frog from the sea.
However the sea frog insisted
that the sea did exist and told
tlte other frog that it was so
wide and large tl1at it
goes on almost for
ever. In the end the
well dwelling
frog was so
interested
in

proving the sea frog wrong that it was
decided to go with the sea frog and to
look at the sea. When they arrived at
the shore, the well dwelling frog was
overwhelmed by the sight and
suffered a heart attack and died. This
is because the well dwelling frog
could not take in so much knowledge
and change of concept of belief so
quickly - the world she came from
being so small.
The principles of magic is like a
science but is built on a very high mental
and spiritual principle. It is very
teclmological and based on your own
tecluliques.
MW: Can you give us some examples
of your experiences.
A: Hnunm. A will agree to tell you
about one black one and one white one.
MW: I am in a very serious listetling
mode now.
A: First I started reading about magic
and magical practice. I wasn' t involved in
any special ritual and had no training.
Sometimes I would be inspired by music
such as Carmina Burana by Karl Orff
1l1ere is something very dark to this music
and the composer also wrote music for
Hitler. Once he was compelled by tl1is
music to perform a magical ritual. It was a
subconscious willing for me to move my
hands and am1s and legs in the air in the

form of a magical ritual. Afterwards I started
having personal problems and it came to
mind tltat he could solve these problems
with the power of magic. So I set up a
Pentagram and was carrying out a ritual of
love magic by myself. I was reciting
quotations of magical formulas and didn't
really expect that it would do anything.
Afterwards a wooden base on the corridor of
his flat shattered, and later he realised that
the base was facing the direction that the tip
of the pentagram was facing. Dishes
smashed in my kitchen by themselves. I then
had a strange sense of fear conling over me
and I knew it was something to do with the
ritual.
Then tlte strange tiling happened. I knew
that I was to prepare myself for sleep. When
I went to bed it was as if a net had suddenly
fallen over me. I felt trapped and could not
move and I felt something run over me. It
was like little feet - birds feet, it felt like. It
was very unpleasant. I was to learn that this
is a very common sensation in the field of
work. I knew that tltis was a warning. So
this is the dark experience. I have had more
of these. These are very connected with
dream visions but people are able to
distinguish between these things and normal
dreams. I feel that this is very connected
witl1 tl1e UFO phenomenon and there are
many of the same principles involved, but
this is just my opinion.
The light experience was that there was
a very complex personal situation. I just
decided just not to think about the ending of
the situation or it's outcome and the moment
that I decided to do this it felt as if my
head was lightening and I felt sllivers
all over my body and a flow of very
· powerful energy and he was laughing
· at people in the street with tears of
·. happiness running down his face. I let
my friends Marushka draw a psychic
picture of this situation and she
showed that I had experienced a state
that was near deatl1. I feel that I had
· ·. understood tile problem in my mind
and so it found a reflection in my
mystical experiences.
MW: So where is all of
this leading you. Where
would you wish to be?

A: I don't
know. Not
very
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long ago I was christened as a Catholic. The
main thing that attracted me to this religion
was it' s magical power. For example it's
ritual - the water for this act is prepared in a
very specific way. There is a very large
Easter candle which is lit in the courtyard of
the church, this is taken to the fount, which
is wonderful symbolism in a esoteric sense.
The cable is a phallic symbol and the fount
is the vagina so the bringing together of
these two very powerful elements is very
powerful ritual. It is the bringing together of
fire and water and this is a symbolic
representation of the hexagon. The symbols
for fire and water and triangles upwards and
downwards. So this is a conununion of the
two.
Somebody told me that I need the
security of the church so this is why I got the
christening. There are many people who
have problems of the spiritual character and
I am helping these people. I want to help
these people very much and I want to
become an exorcist one day but I feel that I
do not have enough humility for tlus act. I
feel that a person is not supposed to carry
out tlus act just for spiritual satisfaction. I
feel that regarding my past lives tl1at I must
have been somebody who has moved on tl1e
edge, between black and white, wluch is
perhaps more difficult tl1an turning to one
particular side. These things are ratl1er
personal theories which he would not
present at a conference or anything.
MW: Do you know any people who are
aligned witl1 tl1e dark or bad side?
A: Rather than knowing people who are

into bad tlrings I have met witl1 people who
themselves are trapped in a very bad
situation.
MW: Utuversal eye - is it a neutral
organisation or is there any slant.
A: It wants to go to the way of the light
and keep apart from those black tlrings. It is
very close to Christianity and the
Rosicrucians.

MW: If it is a positive organisation then
do you tlunk that its concepts and teachings
would ever be accepted by the Catl10lic
Church?
A: I am afraid not. However there is a
development witl1 the Catl1olic Church and
that Pope John Paul IT has met with tl1e Dali
Lama and now is thinking that tl1ey will
accept tl1e concept of reincamation. This is
not official. He did a meditation witl1 the
Dali Lama and at a recent UFO conference
in Switzerland a papal aid was present there
and he claimed perhaps in a naive way that
Christ is working on other planets too. He

was perhaps not qualified to make this
statement. I think tl1at perhaps this is not
quite true but am w1sure if the work on
other planets concems Christ or the
Aliens.
MW: Is there a truth behind the Bible
or has it been misrepresented?
A: The basic mistake is that it is badly
translated. I don' t know if tl1is is out of a
mistake or out of malevolent intent but you
would have to speak to somebody who
speaks Hebrew to leam this. There is a lot
of Esoteric teaching but I am mostly
interested in tlrings which are not included
in the bible. There are too many
inconstancies in the bible for me to believe
in it. If I had to choose in a version of the
bible wluch is nearest what I am happy
with I would say it would be the
Ecun1enical translation. I use the Czech
translation. The parts I am interested in do
not appear in the bible. They are the
apocrypha - tl1e scrolls from the dead sea,
from which there is a lot winch needs to be
leamed.

MW: As we have partly discussed,
there is a pagan element inside the
Christian and Catholic religion which
shows that many elements of the
ceremonies are really magical rituals.
When the church says that people should
not delve into magic and tl1en uses it itself,
do you have any feelings on these
contradictions?
A: I tl1ink that this is a natural
development. Christianity established an
order in its time. It was a settlement of
many things. In this period it is very
dangerous to evoke old gods because they
are very willing to listen to these
evocations. I know people who evoke the
old deities and were childishly pleased in
the fact that it worked, such as Lilit (Lilith
in English translation) who was Adams
first wife. According to the apocryphs and
Kabbalistic tradition Adam had a first wife
before Eve and she was a very evil and
sinister woman. Adam repulsed her and
she became a goddess of the darkness.
During moonless nights she was supposed
to kill unchristened babies and her roots
are in tl1e oldest Babylmuan legends. So I
do not like the idea of evoking old gods
like this.

Every Christian service or mass is an
invocation and at the same time a
sacrifice. I tl1ink that Christianity tries to
push these things away but it is not bad.
Christimuty is against anytl1ing that could
put man into chaos. It gives people a very
steady way and is based on harmony and
order, contrary to Islan1. Christianity
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preaches love above all which I believe is
the most important. Buddhism is very close
to Christianity but what is missing in
Christianity is the teaching of reincamation.
It was said that Christ taught this principle
and that somewhere back in the past it was
removed from the bible. If there was a
connection between Buddhism and
Christianity then a powerful and large new
world religion then arises.
MW: If you acknowledge many gods,
what would your definition or term be for
the most almighty God that created
everything?
A: God is a principle, like energy and is
omni-present. The gods are the remains of
the old worlds and mental energies and
materialised thoughts.

MW: What are the connections with old
magic for the church and Christianity?
A: Many Romanesque or gothic
churches stand on sacred sites. Rotundas
(Romanesque rounded churches) stand on
many negative zones. It implies that
Christianity wanted to close the doorways to
such negative zones. They may on the other
hand be churches situated on positive
places, such as the energetic centre of
Prague.

MW: Yes Prague is a very strange city
for me. Whilst I was expecting many things
I was surprised to see that I was wrong about
the city possibly being "run down". Some of
the most surpassing things I found were the
mysticism esoteric and occult connections in
this city. From a short walk around the town
you really do not have to go too far to see
occult symbology which is connected with
magic. You get a real feeling for the fact that
there is something "going on" in this place.
To most people who don't understand these
things go unnoticed, but to somebody who
has a small insight in to these things it
becomes very obvious what is going on .. .
A: Yes. There are many more groups
like those I am involved with - Universal
Eye - which are oriented towards Eastem
Esoterics, Oriental and Indian. There are
also things like various Rosicrucian Orders.
These are all very sinlllar to the organisation
I am involved with. The bad ones or the dark
ones are individual and disorganised groups.
There are the Templars and the Knights of
Malta have headquarters here.

MW: Does the Universali have a logo or
emblem.
A: Yes it is a rose on a thomed crown. It
is an old emblem and we need to renew it,
perhaps.

MW: What do you know about Prague,
the home of so many orders and lodges what mystery is the city steeped in?
A: I will start firstl y with the legend.
There is a legend that Prague was founded
by seven Indian seers - wise men - there was
supposed to be some secret mysterious
brotherhood. Praha (the Czech name for
Prague) in Czech means tl1e word
"threshold" which is a mystical tenu par
excellence.

Another thing is that on such a small
limited space there is a concentration of
churches. In the early middle ages there
used to be a settlement called Levy Hradec.
This place had the best conditions of
becoming the capital of the area, but despite
tl1is Prague was developing in a very large
way. So what happened was the settlement
moved into Prague.

concerning his crown. The crown was very
precisely made according to the position of
the jewels and the position of the cross. So
when he put the crown on his head it was
like some sort of spiritual accumulator.
About the freemasons of Prague. The
freemasons came to Prague in the 18th
century but the predecessor of the
freemasons were the Rosicrucians and Yan
Amos Kenninsky. Some freemasons deny
that he was one of the Rosicrucians but the
Rosicruicans took over much of his
terminology from his books etc.
Freemasonry was very much the way of the
aristocracy. There was much influence
from outside lodges such as in Berlin. The
greatest influence was from the Grand
Orient in France. It is rumoured that many
of our statesmen from this century have
been freemasons or have at least

Photo: Alchemists
search for the secrets
of transmutation of
matter and for the
philosophers stone
has carried on for
centuries

Another thing
we know is that
whilst Prague is a
city
of much
political change the
one thing that we
know that whilst
many rulers have
changed over the
years,
Prague
remains.
There are many
theories about the
of sacred
use
geometry in Prague
and it was well
known that our old
King and Emperor
Charles the 4th
directed much of
his constructions according to astrologers
and the most marked example is "the route"
- The Prague Castle, The Charles Bridge
and the Vysehrad ("High Castle" in Czech )
- a hill with a dark church on it. Even the
building dates were planned according to
astrology. The geometry had to be very
precise too - for example tl1e grave of St
Vitus at the cathedral was positioned so that
on sUllllller solstice the sun will set directly
over the grave. The route from tl1e castle to
Vishhara???? was the coronation route.
Perhaps there is an esoteric expression in
these things- we don' t know- but we could
not imagine any better consecration of
magical power tl1an tl1is route.
Pragues greatest heyday of esoterics was
under Rudolph tl1e 2"d Some historians
claim that he was mad but some presume
him to be a genius. He was known to have
supported alchemy on his court - such as
Jolm Dee. What is Jess known is the fact

I do not think the freemasons are the
most important force working here in
Prague, I believe that there are others which
are not so well known - something more
important. Perhaps the freemasons are just
set up and there is something beyond them.
There are rumours about Solomon's mason
Hiram, who built his temple. We can't make
too many one sided judgements about the
freemasons because there are so many areas
of confusion inside their organisation. For
instance the freemasons say that Hiram was
a mason but the historic sources say that
Hiram was a Blacksmith. So the designers
of these buildings and architecture could
have been tools or vehicles for a higher
power and were inspired to create these
buildings even though it was not their craft like Hiram. Probably it was not accidental.
Francis Bacon in his work "New Atlantis"
describes a very strange society there with

sympathised with them. One of the best
examples is this is our second president
Edvard Benes. He is known from the
Munich
treaty between England,
Czechoslovakia and France and he died in
the 40' s. When he penned the Munich
treaty he handed the borderlands to Hitler
and he had no right to do this but he was
instructed by tllis lodge from France. This
is of course know official history but this
is tl1e strong rumour. He was ordered by
tl1e freemasons to do it and he did. He was
himself a freemason.
The reason that the freemasons are
interested in Prague is because it is seen as
a the second new Jerusalem and this
makes it a very important place. There is a
prophecy tl1at when tl1e end of the world
comes this area will be saved. The
attribution of the title new Jerusalem
would only be logical if someone had real
information showing this to be the case.

knowledge
and
abilities
from
psychology
to
medicine.
He
described this at the
beginning of the 17th
century. If such
knowledge exists I
can imagine as God
as somebody siting at
a computer and
manipulating people.
I don't believe in
Atlantis
a
as
continent but as a culture.
MW: With all this talk of secret
societies and hidden truths about technology
does this mean that at the very highest levels
of these societies there are people who do
possess this technology and are still using
it?
A: Access to this technology can only be
given to those people who have had the
highest levels of training and are trusted
very much not to want to misuse this
technology. Only people with enhanced
abilities and training would be able to use
tllis technology anyhow. I do not imagine
that there are groups of seers or individuals
meet once a year to discuss this technology
or decide it' s use. Instead it is a subtle
involvement with the group on an automatic
level of you personal development. IE: Once
a person is trained to a high enough level he
simply becomes aware of the groups
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existence through his consciousness and
automatically becomes a part of it, and is
aware without needing to attend a physical
meeting ever. Perhaps this is what the
Catholic church calls the fellowship of the
saints, and you don' t need a membership
card to belong to these. This fellowship may
be taking place on a higher plane such as the
astral or even higher. Tins is my idea of the
white secret society. I am convinced though
that the opposite exists too and these are not
concemed with the upgrading of mankind
but perhaps instead they seek it' s
destruction.
MW: What Is the basis of sacred
geometry and how does it work?

just public information - for the public to
know and there are real secrets much
lligher.
MW: What do you know about
regressions to past lives?
A: Well I do not believe that people
are getting to the truth with regressions. I
believe that if you imagine the here and
now at this moment, I believe we are
experiencing all our past lives at tllis exact
moment, including the future ones. It
seems very clear to me. And at the same
time every deed I do influences all these
past lives in a very significant way. The
only thing which exists is the etemal now.

A: This was probably best described by
Louis de Charpentier in his book "The
Mystery of the Cathedral Chartres" whereby
the cathedral is a huge instnunent to lift and
transfonn the inner essence of man - a
alchemic transmutation - and it uses the
magic of shapes, the arch which means
penetration upwards. If you imagine a group
of cathedrals in one place it would multiply
the effect. There are theories that sacred
geometry is a relic of sometiling much older
than Christianity, someti1ing to do witi1
Kabbalah. T11ese places can also be
navigation points using ti1e stars as
aligrunent points. It may not be possible to
say ti1at the system of navigation is still
there because a lot of old churches and
cati1edrals have been destroyed and so the
network no longer exists, so we may never
know it's true scale and purpose.

MW: Oh dear, so I have been
influencing you then. Do freemasons
practice magic from your knowledge.
A: I wouldn' t call it magic but rati1er
mystical exercises. It' s the mysticism of
letter and evocations of the vowels of tile
name of God placed on the htunan body.
There are various degrees and rites
according to ti1e levels of what people are
taught, and the most famous rite is the
Scottish rite which contains 33 degrees. T11e
French have ti1eir rite and there are parallels
between the Rosicrucians and because all of
these ti1ings are known it must be that tins is

MW: Do you know anything about the
concept of the "Grand Architect of the
Universe" in societies such as the
Freemasons.
A: Each member of the Freemasons
society tries to become the cornerstone - to
carve and cut hin1self by mystical exercises.
He is trying to work architecture on himself
so he becomes one of the comers tones of the
New Jerusalem. Some of the Freemasons
drove the Christ away from their teaching
and replaced llim with the concept of tllis
Architect. Some groups use tllis mystical
being or force to replace Christ. There are
groups who identify tllis being or force with
the Grand Architect.

MW: Do you make any connections with
the Freemasonic "All Seeing Eye" and the
Eye of Horus? (Egyptian pyramids etc.).
A: It really goes deep and does have a
connection. You must not forget the pyramid
and the eye too. T11ere is a ritual called the
"Fire of Hore (HORUS)." It is very very
old. And it is supposed to be one of the most
secret esoteric teachings. A lot of Czech
esoteric magic works on tllis principle. I
don't find the connection between tllis ritual
and Ancient Egypt very happy, because
there was a lot of Black Magic involved in
ancient Egypt. It would seem that something
evil is here and is penetrating through ti1e
eye, and so it is very strange that tllis eye is
so often in churches.

MW: What is your opinion on the
freemasons and other secret societies, are
ti1ey honest and working for good?
A: My opinion is ti1at ti1ey are not as
good and honest as they used to be. T11e
freemasons is just a fellowsllip of snobs in
tllis country. Perhaps ti1ey have transfonned
into a more secret society which is not
known. I used to perceive the freemasons as
sometlling good, about people who carry out
mystical exercises I don' t think so anymore.

but for me, it doesn't fit into the church
decoration. For me it is not OK to see tllis
there and it is an intrusion. It is very strange
and doesn't have a very good effect on me. It
is intuitive and carmot describe it.

Dlustration: This drawing by Eliphas
Levi - a master magician - of the Seal
Of Solomon is known as the Double
Triangle of Solomon. It tries to show
the duality of all things - with the
good shown above and the evil below.
It also shows the belief that man too
has a good and bad nature in him.
This symbol has been used by
Freemasons in their Set Square and
Compass emblem. Not everyone is
happy to see representations of good
and evil being equal strengths.

MW: What does you know about
symbology of the "all seeing eye" and
triangle. For instance it appears in
Prague streets and many churches in
Czech Republic.

the
the
the
ti1e

A: I don' t know very much about it,
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MW: Would he say that you know that
Freemasons refer to "The Grand Architect
Of T11e Universe" as a entity or being who
exists but is not God?
A: It just occurred to me that when you
mention tllis concept that he is not God that
he could be part of the prophecy of the
Apocalypse - the Revelation of St John and
they talk about 12 old men. The Grand
Architect may be one of them.

MW: A pyramid or triangle - what
would its representation or energy to
somebody involved with magic or
mysticism.
A: We know timt the pyranlids have
some very strange properties such as
sharpening of objects, preservation of food
or of flesh. So certainly there are some
energetic processes which are taking place
there. These places may serve to store
energy. There were stories that the pyramids

were used to store grain, but this could be
symbolic and the grain could have been
energy.
There is a theory that the pyramids used
to have polished "desks" and the light which
reflects from them is known to be cold. So it
may be that somebody who used the
pyramids with these polished surfaces may
have wanted to keep the inside of the
pyramids cool.
Also there is a magnetic stone which is
crystallised as two pyramids against each
other and this is supposed to have energetic
properties.
The triangle now ... It represented as
three in one. It shows up in some spirits
such as in God as the Holy Trinity (Father
Son and the Holy Ghost). The Celts used to
have a triple goddess. The triangle is also a
very important shape in Astrology. If you
take two triangles then you get a hexagram
which is a very powerful symbol.
MW: If I was to give you a talisman,
either a medallion or some fom1 of talisman
printed on a piece of paper, even if no
magical powers had been worked on that
talisman, would by its nature as a pictorial
representation have powers?
A: I am afraid. YES.

movements with an occult or perhaps
sinister political edge?
Alice: h1 the Prague Castle near the
Presidents office there was a column
which was put there in the communist
years and it was just a plan marble
column. Now it has a pyramid on the top
of it, since our Freemason President had
got into power. This never used to be there
before. The pyramid there was a golden
and it had a different colour at it's top. So
there are Freemasons in the castle again!!!
MW: Perhaps it signifies that he is a
completion of an old idea which simply
needed to be completed. Perhaps there is
significance in the pyramid being placed at
tl1e top and we know that tl1e Cleopatras
Needle or Wasllington Monument are
Freemason symbols. Also is it right that
this be done without the people knowing
the full significance of why it is there, and
that public money was used to do this as
an act of fulfilment and adoration to the
Freemasons.
(Shows a drawing of a de-capped
pyramid)
What is the significance of this
symbology?
A: There is a white pyramid in China,
it is tl1e biggest in the world and it is like

this - it has its top removed. If you remove
the top of the pyramid you will change it's
energy and this will affect things.
MW: What do you know about the most
basic forms of pyramids
A: If something has right angles then it
is negative, if it has no right angles then it is
not negative.

MW: So do you think that a balance
triangle on the back of the dollar for
instance if it is cut in half is a statement of
destruction of the natural balance - and then
tl1e remaining symbols - a triangle with an
all seeing eye and a trapezoid underneath
are negative. Have you heard that the all
seeing eye is sometimes seen as the eye of
Baal (an ancient demon from Mesopotamian
and Babylonian times). One last thing
(Shows him the pyramid with the top cut ofT
and highlights the lower leftover, also
known as trapezoid, part of the pyramid
base) tllis symbol, in many occult or satanic
groups is the definitive representation of
evil and Satan. Some groups in their
iilitiations and certifications for joining their
groups, refer to the order of the trapezoid.
A: I believe that these occult groups or
secret societies are behind provoking world
conflicts and also are involved in
worshipping these very old gods.

MW: Therefore what do you think of the
symbology on the back of the A. Jne:nc:m • •.•.• • ·•· < >
Dollar? What would this mean7 • ··············•••••••••••·••·•·• ••• •
A: It speaks of a terrible
through the ages. I don"Uikeit. . < •

inauguration
of the AffilY
trousers and eVt!fY~::if1,€:JlLaugl
silly. The peo,pl.~ lij.~lgl¥~
he cannot
sort of thing
for tllis - O..e

MW: To com1111e1lt ptf :
Order concept,,:••
governments will be •·
ruled under one power:
will not be the real agenda
the secret societies and secret ·i1\. t. e. . l tatji)(ili1
political groups such as the
Conunission or the Bilderberger Group, you
can not fmd out what their real agenda is.
Do you think that it is safe to have a man as
the President of your c01mtry when he is in
any way connected with underground
m
.·
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Will UFO logy ever be proved as a serious SUb!J"ect? Xi Campbell to present his case, '
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TI1e case for UFOlogy was recently proven in court, (admittedly
a mock court). On Friday 21" March 1997, Grampian Television,
based in Aberdeen Scotland, completed it's series of progranm1es
entitled "We TI1e Jury". TI1is programme is set up in a court and
takes in both topical issues, and issues tlmt the general public would
like to see debated. For it' s last progrru1m1e in the current series,
they decided to debate the issue ofUFOs in Scotland and the people
who claimed to have seen them. Was there a case to be ru1swered?
Are UFOs ru1d alien sightings a reality?
For the first tin1e in the history of UFOlogy, the subject was to
be given a serious hearing in court with a professional jury made up
from individuals from all walks of life. Presenting the case for the
reality of UFOs, was Malcolm Robinson, founder of Scottish
research group Strange Phenomena fuvestigations, whose study into
the wave of UFO sightings over Bonnybridge in Central Scotland is
well known. Opposing the belief that UFOs are a reality was arch
sceptic and debtmker, Mr Steuart Can1pbell from Edinburgh whose
books debunking UFOs and the Loch Ness monster are well known.
Supporting Steuart in the court audience were many professional
and amateur astronomers including Professor Archie Roy of
Glasgow University. Clearly the opposition were of high standing
ru1d their views that UFOs were a "non reality" would no doubt be
presented with an academic vigour.
Mr Robinson's supporters for the motions that UFOs were a
"reality" were made up primarily of UFO witnesses which also
included Scotland's most frunous "UFO abductees" Garry Wood ru1d
Colin Wright and also SPI members including Billy Devlin. TI1e
stage was set then for what looked like a heated debate, and never
have more truer words been said!
As this was not a recording but going out live over various parts
of Northern Scotland, it was a major platfonn to present UFO logy
fairly and accurately to the Nation without and editing or people
telling you what you could or could not say. Sure we've had Kilroy
Silk and other daytime T. Y progrrumnes debating the issue, but tltis
was different, ti1is was in court, with a proper jury. TI1e scene was
set and the gloves were on, it was now tin1e to do battle.
Mr Robinson then took the floor and spoke
to the jury about close proximity sightings,
radar visual sightings, ru1d the fact that the
sheer volume and weight of "impressive UFO
cases" were growing each year. He asked the
jury to consider ti1is, and also to remember ti1e
fact that this was truly a global phenomenon of
in1mense importance. The hushed court
listened intently as Mr Robinson delivered ltis
speech after wltich it was ti1e tum of Steuart
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court audience to voice their opinions on the matter, and boy did
they voice their opinion. The arguments swung from left to right as
both sets of"believers" and "non believers" aired their views. Brian
Me Mullan, lead guitarist with Glasgow UFO rock band CE IV, was
not being put off by the astronomical explanations being given from
the other side of the courtroom, and he spoke with contempt at these
views and gave a scathing attack on Campbell for supporting them.
Soon the T.V. courtroom was swinging with arguments from
both sets of"supporters" and one was beginning to think that things
were getting out of hand. A cut for commercials soon came round
which gave time for emotions to be cooled. ResU111iug the debate,
one astronomer stated angrily, that no other astronomer had ever
witnessed a UFO, a point which UFOlogy can prove otherwise,
(Professor Clyde Tombaugh who discovered Pluto).
During the course of this 'live' T.V. debate, the viewers were
asked to phone in with their own views on the matter, did they
believe in UFOs? Had they seen one? Soon the phones were
virtually ringing off the hooks!! The presenter then asked Garry
Wood to inform the jury and watching T. Y audience about his own
experience which was backed up by his friend Colin Wright who
also shared this san1e double abduction. TI1e sceptics continued to
press home their point that UFOs were a "non reality" and could be
explained away. At which point Malcolm Robinson can1e in and said
to one sceptic, "have you actually sat down and studied the UFO
data" to which he replied "no".
The debate raged on and tempers were now becoming a bit
frayed. All to soon though, the progranm1e was coming to ru1 end,
and both Mr Robinson and Mr Campbell were asked to give a 45
second sunmling up of their case to the jury. Campbell continued to
stress the point (with notes in hand) that UFOs were all
misidentifications of ordinary mundane objects, where as Robinson
stressed the need to "exanline the evidence for oneself' to look and
search for the honest UFO data which was there in abundance.
With that it was time for the jury to deliver their verdict What
would it be? The courtroom was hushed as the Jury foreman was
asked to give it's verdict, which was, "We the jury fmd the case for
the reality of the UFO phenomenon,
proven by 9 votes to 3." This verdict was
greeted with ecstatic applause by the
supporters of UFOlogy whilst the
an1ateur and professional astronomers
ru1d UFO sceptic Professor Archie Roy,
sat silent witi1 facial expressions of
abject disappointment and disbeliefl
This victory for UFOlogy was made
all the more sweeter knowing that we

were up against strong opposition who were not ordinary members
of the public as such, but professional and amateur astronomers. So
for the first time in British television history the case for UFOs was
"PROVEN''. But wait, there' s more. Grampian Television were
snowed under by telephone calls from members of the public who
also believed there was a case to be answered. A staggering 86% of
the public felt strongly that UFOs were a reality.
So UFOlogy scored a victory which was celebrated back at the
hotel into the wee small hours by members of SPI and also English
UFOlogist Eric Morris, who was flown up by Grampian to
participate.
TI1e platfonn for the reality of UFOs was taken on and won that
night, the fight now goes on to show the world that they must now
look at this subject with serious eyes and recognise the importance
of UFOlogy. New cases are emerging every day and we can only
hope that the ridicule which this subject has endured throughout the
years will finally be put to rest; It was that night, and boy did victory
taste sweet.
Malcolm Robinson MARCH 1997.
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IT'S NOT MARKED ON ANY ORDNANCE SURVEY MAP
IT'S THE MOST SECRET UNITED STATES BASE IN
BRITAIN
IT'S THE WORLD'S LARGEST SPY BASE AND IT'S
GETTING BIGGER

There is a growing campaign to close this secret
base ... For over 20 years, many people have worked
to oppose the base. There have been vigils,
demonstrations,
peace
camps,
nonviolent
blockades, letters to the press and radio and TV
coverage (copies of the videos of a number of
nationally or regionally broadcast programmes
about Menwith Hill and the campaign to close it are
available from Yorkshire CND -address below).
Action through the courts has successfully challenged the
military bylaws at the base. There is now a permanent women's
peace camp on the A59 next to the base. There is also a regular
Quaker meeting for worship on tl1e first Saturday of every otl1er
montl1. We will continue to protest against Menwith's promotion of
the anus trade, its violation of civil liberties, its promotion of war
and its lack of accountability.

information is exchanged with the British listening post at GCHQ,
Cheltenham and a nmnber of GCHQ staff also work at Menwith
Hill.
The American autl10rities largely refuse to answer questions,
give out information or allow reporters, MP's or MEP's onto the
base. Answers are refused to many of the questions that MPs ask
about Menwith Hill it1 the House of Commons.
PRIME NUCLEAR TARGET.....

There are no nlissiles at Menwith Hill but the base would play a
crucial role in any nuclear strike mounted by the United States. As
such, it would be a prime nuclear target in the event of war.
Menwith Hill received an award for the part it played in Desert
Storm' during the Gulf War. Despite being an American-controlled
facility, Menwitl1 Hill was in 1996 designated a RAF base.
The site keeps on growing. Despite the end of the Cold War, the
NSA continues to have a budget of some $10 billion per year. It
spends $1 nlillion per minute spying on the commmlications of the
UK, French and German governments. There are now 24 radomes
(the giant "golfballs" which cover the satellite dishes) at Menwith
Hill and many more aerial masts. The base lies within, but officially
excluded from, an Area Of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Although a
token planning application has to be subnlitted for building work at
t11e base, the local authority (Harrogate Council) has no power to
refuse permission or itnpose conditions.

"No-one concerned aoout civil liberties can ignore Menwith
Hill. Despite many attempts to get answers to questions it is quite
clear that Menwith Hill is not accountable to MP's and therefore not
to tl1e British people." - Alice Mahon, MP
The Menwitl1 Hill spy base, near Harrogate, is nm by the
National Security Agency (NSA) of tl1e United States. It employs
over 1800 staff, mainly American, who are ordered never to mention
the NSA and to report all contacts with foreign nationals (that's us!).
The NSA was set up by Presidential decree in 1952 without any
debate in the US Congress. The American people know very little
about it and even less about Menwith Hill.
Menwith Hill - is listening .... Inside "hardened" buildings, the
NSA staff work rotmd tl1e clock tapping into international telephone,
telex and otl1er cmmnmlications. All telecmmnm1ications traffic to
and from Europe and tl1at passing through Britain is intercepted at
the base, including private telephone calls.
Each of Menwitl1 Hill's powerful computers then sifts tlrrough
some four million words per minute, searching out military,
diplomatic, political and connnercial information useful to the
United States.
Euro. MPs have asked the European Council of Ministers
whether Menwitl1 Hill is undennitling European jobs and business
by selling European trade secrets to US companies. Selected
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NSA have been involved in witholdit1g information on the UFO
subject from researchers, so what connections could there be
between a base such as this and UFOs?

YORKSHIRE CND - 22 Edmund Street, Bradford, 805
OBH. Tel 01943 468593or 01943 466405.

Like most people, from time to time I
can't help but ponder on the wonders of
everything. Some people would say that
life itself is the most wondrous thing and
that exists in the world. Far be it for me
to disagree with the wonder of life itself;
I feel that life, and the free will to enjoy it
has been given to us by God. (God
Meaning
universal
love
and
understanding (all knowing).
Not a
statement of any religious sect).
We all have the gift of the ability to
think, and the free will to put into action.
We can think simple things like, what shall
I have for dinner, to shall we let Man live or
die.
My interest in ET's started by setting
myself a simple question, which was: If
Aliens are visiting us from another world,
how do they get here? Now where do we
start to solve the problem?
First let' s look at an even bigger quest
man has set himself: where did man and
everything, everywhere, come from?
There are 80 to 100 billion galleries that
we know exist. Top scientists, in trying to
solve this problem, have looked at the very
big solar systems, galaxies but also they
look inside what, would seem a strange
place to look - the very small, secrets and
strange tenants of the atom. These scientist
have even given themselves a special name,
Quantum Physicists.
So I decided that me, being a lesser
mortal that the scientist, could do a lot
worse than look in the same area for the
answer to my question.
Leading edge science shows us that subatomic particles know where all other subatomic particles are in time and space and
can have an effect on one another anywhere/
everywhere
(in
the
universe)
instantaneously (without any time delay)
even
though
they are
seemingly
unconnected. (Please forgive me at this
point if my knowledge of quantum
mechanics is not too accurate. My only
defence is, particle physicists themselves
know very little of what happens at the
quantum level of reality. The reason for tllis
will be partly explained later). The laws of
relativity, for instance, break down at tl1e
quantmn level! So particles know where and

when otl1er particles are. It seems tlmt it is
only man tl1at's stuck with the uncertainty
principle of tl1e quantmn.
We as humans seem to be trapped in a
less than the speed of light world. In fact
a lot less fuan the speed of light, three
din1ensional plain. For every day living,
our -c (speed of light) barrier does not
cause us any problems, because light
travels at 186.000 nliles per second and
everything
we
perceive
seems
instantaneous.
However when we look at our star,
(The Sun), we are actually seeing how it
looked 8 minutes ago, in its history. Light
takes eight minutes to travel from the Stm
to Earth. This delay of course isn't a
problem for man in every day life.
TI1e time tl1at light takes to travel from
one point to another is important however,
when we look into space and especially
when we consider travelling long distances
through the galaxies. Most stars are so far
away that we use light years to measure
their distance from Earth. As we look into
deep space, we see stars so far away fuat
tl1ey actually burnt out millions of years
ago.

originate far from Earth, probably many
millions of light years away in other
Galaxies. So how could UFO's and fueir
alien occupants get here? Well, let us look at
man on Earth for a moment. To do this we
need to use representative situations.
As we drive, someone may decide to
jump in front of our car, The chances are, we
will have stopped in enough time not to hit
the jumper. However, if we did collide with
fue pedestrian, it is not the speed of light
factor that would have caused the accident.
The speed of light would be classed as
instantaneous, the time factor of light travel
would not make any difference to the
outcome. Let us look at this concept further.
Two men sat each side of a table.
Although t11ere is only a metre of space
between them, they both live in slightly
different space-time.

Man "A" looks at man "B ". Man "A" sees
Man "B" in "B 's" history, as some time
will lapse as light travels from Man "B" to
man "A". The same obviously applies the
other way around.
Man "A " lives in his own time, and man
"B" lives in his own time, but do they?
Lets take a closer look at man "A"

When we hear about the speed of light
factor (i.e. nothing can travel faster tl1an
the speed
of light) we must be aware oftl1e latest
developments in scientific research which,
when we wish to view the whole universe,
show us that light is slow.
It is thought that some quanta can
reach higher than the speeds of light, -c 3•
However even these speeds are too slow
for matmed/or possibly alien inter-galactic
travel. To contemplate man travelling to
distant stars and tl1eir planets, would be
out of the question in today's reality. Even
in hibernation, mat1's journey through fue
galaxies would take too long, the astronaut
and the stars he sought would have long
died before the craft could reach their
destination.

One of the argun1ents against the
probability of plat1et Earth being visited by
ET's is that it would take too long for an
alien visitor to reach us. Most people
believe {or are told by the aliens - ED}
that any advanced intelligent life, would

"A" decides to prove fuat he indeed
lives in his own time. He pinches one of his
legs. Yes he is alive as he feels fue pain but
also it appears to him fuat the visual and the
feeling of physical pain is all in his own
time, his NOW. But this is not strictly true!
The feeling of pain takes time to travel
from fue pinched leg to the brain and then
another time delay as translation in fue brain
to become thought of pain. In the SatUe way
the visualised pinch also takes time to reach
the eye (delayed by speed ofLight) and fuen
to fue brain and then has to interpreted into
fuought -pain.
So where on "A's" body could we fmd a
point that would be in unison, in other
words, "A's" universal time - "NOW" (A
point where an action would simulate a
simultaneous thought re-action). I believe
mans ''NOW" is fow1d in his brain, but not
fue whole brain. Mans individual ''NOW"
must be incredibly small - indeed subatonlic - as fue space-time factor is not
allowed in tl1e ''NOW" equation.
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{One could add to this that some brains
may for various reasons be wot*ing at
different speeds and so under certain
conditions will perceive things faster or
slower - so this further degrades the ability
of the human to understand concept of true
"NOW"-ED}
It is fact that experiments designed to
test theories at the quantum level are
affected in some way by the viewer. No
matter how remote or removed from the
experiment the observer is, he or she (the
viewer) affects the outcome of the
experiment, even at thought level. {See my
end notes - ED}

TI1e Quanta can react to our thoughts,
but we as yet consciously cmmot react to it.
However, in some unconscious way, we
already interact with the universal "NOW".
TI1ere must be a co-ordinates in our
brain, probably at the quantun1 level, that is
our individual NOW! In other words, a
point where an action has a simultaneous
conscious acknowledgement (An effect and
the realisation of the effect would be
instantmleous), A UNIFIED NOW!.
It is difficult for man to consciously
cmmect to the point of unified now.

If we say, "Unified and Universal
NOW's, what a load of mbbish", we are
actually saying that we have no point in time
or co-ordinates in space. Which would
mean that we do not exist anywhere at any
time!
THE ET CONNECTION.
Many people who say that they have
conununicated with aliens (ETs), have had
the impression that the being and craft, have
not been the originals, in some way They
have said it was more like viewing a double
or clone. Aliens themselves have been
quoted giving a similar explanation to their
existence here.

If an advm1ced intelligent life fonn could
interact mentally with sub-atomic particles,
via their individual "NOW" particles. It
would then be possible for an ET' to be one
with that particle m1d being one with the
particle would automatically at one with all
(everything everywhere).
The alien as an intelligence need not
travel from his own doorstep to visit or
interact with man on Earth.
A blueprint could be sent. This blueprint
need not exist in the nom1al sense as time
would not be a factor. At the quantmn level
they could travel to any part in space/ time

instmltmleously, including the co-ordinates
built into the designed forms i.e. UFO and
ET and the pre-arranged space/time coordinance, ie Earth.
As the building blocks of matter/life
are everywhere, enabling the blueprints to
be interpreted into UFO and alien, in other
words cloned. There is a high possibility
that the quanta live in multi-dimensional
plains.
What about Man?
It is thought that the quanta exists in
other dimensions, where space and time
has no barrier. It would be possible for an
intelligence, (man or ET.) to know what is
happening anywhere in space and at any
time and be able to react and inter-react at
a conscious state, right back to the big
bang! (man may be achieving something
like this subconsciously, or in deep
meditation) forward to the furthest reaches
of space, without any time delay.

Let's take a TV. for instance. The set
must be perfectly tm1ed to the broadcast
signal to produce sound and picture. It may
be why some people meditate, to gain,
what they call, "HIGHER
STATES OF CONSCIOUSNESS".
TI1ese higher states maybe a way of
connecting man to his NOW, at some
higher level/frequency.

If it is possible for an intelligence to
work m1d interplay at tl1e quantum level, a
whole new world begins to open. There is
a high possibility tl1at the quanta live in
multi dimensional plains. The potential,
therefore, to know more than everything is
very possible!
NOTHINGS.
The make-up of an atom, as far as we
know, is. A very high energy unit, made
up of a central nucleus or nuclei and other
particles i.e. electrons (plus lots more)
separated by vast distances of space ''NOTHING" - very disproportional to the
size of tl1e separated specs/wave-forms.
The atoms particles/wavicles are
locked in high energy states of
possibilities. TI1e lifetin1e of some of the
particles cm1 be just fractions of a second.
As the atom is made up of high energy
states of mostly notl1ing, the nothing
therefore must be a very important factor
at the atomic level and for tl1e whole
universe itself (or man would have no
trouble in walking tlrrough a brick wall).
TI1e NOTHING, or what we now call
notl1ing, must be an ultimate conscious
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steady energy state. That unifies everything
via the less steady (strange/wavicle) quanta.
I mn not suggesting, for instmlce, a lump
ofrock has intelligence. It is passive a part
of the universal now. Man in Passive and
active. Rock cannot stimulate an action on
tl1e quantum level. It does, however,
passively react within the universal
communication frequency to achieve the
universal NOW/ALL KNOWLEDGE.
''NOTHING", I believe, must be the
controlling factor over the seemingly chaotic
state of the nature of the quanta.
Some people believe that the Earth is
crossed by inter-connecting lay-lines. I go
further than this and believe everything,
everywhere, is connected by passive and
active inter-connected conscious grid, which
lives in what we perceive as nothing! An all
knowing, universal intelligent NOW/NOTIME.
There must be levels/degrees of
consciousness to the point of mans NOW.
Man now, is reaching some of the levels
tl1at lead to the point of his unified NOW.
Even lower levels, are enabling man to
achieve paranormal abilities: Faith Healing,
Remote Viewing, Telepathy, Prayer,
Mediums,
at
NOW:
The
possibilities
Teleportation, Time Travel (instmltmleous).
Perhaps ET' s, if they are visiting our
world, would be using thought instead of
equations and high powered rockets/
machines. This is direction man must think
if he truly wishes to break tlrrough the time/
light barrier. Man is already one with the
universe/everything, he just doesn't know it
yet.
Love - Ozzie Boulter.

Matthew Williams - Editors Notes:
It is true that when experiments are
carried out into Quantum Physics specifically in the area of Quark
research where this effect was first
observed - it has been shown that the
viewer has the ability to make certain
apparent physical phenomena appear,
namely quarks. These quarks do not
seem to appear when the viewer or
experimenter is not looking for them.
This seems like science fiction.
On another level it has shown that
the power of the mind is also capable of
affecting the results of random number

generation (also seemingly random
events) . Computers or devices which
are programmed with random number
generation will produce a stream of nonpatterned numbers all day long. You
then introduce a human into the
experiment who tries to affect the
numbers which are being produced .
Over a period of time it is shown that
there are higher concentrations of hits
on those numbers. This is not chance this is science.
This effect works with animals too. A
random moving robot with a light on it's
top was placed inside an enclosure. In
one corner of the enclosure were baby
chicks. The chicks were housed in a
light proof compartment so they could
not see the randomly moving robot nor
it's light. The movements of the robot
were recorded and they were perfectly
random as one would expect. Chicks
like many other animals want and need
their mothers near them and respond in
their early stages of development to any
moving light source which they see as a
parent/mother. When the light shield
was removed from the chicks so they
could observe the randomly moving
robot with it's light, that the chicks would
move towards the glass in their
compartment thinking that their mother
was on the other side. The chicks
wanted and wished their mother to
come closer to them . The effect was to
see the robot move in the vicinity of the
chicks far more times than random
chance would allow. Again a scientific
experiment.
So the power of the mind for animals
and humans does affect the universe we
live in - can and does affect what we
would otherwise think of as being
random events . This means that
thinking about something more and
more can give that thing a better chance
of happening. This concept is taught in
magic schools - that one can wil l
something to happen if one has enough
determination of will.
What does all of this say for reality,
our world and how we view it. Our reality
and will changes the universe we live in.
Also in a collective sense this must
mean that we affect other people and
large groups of people may also affect
the fabric of the universe that we live in.
Cause and effect therefore goes much
further than we could ever have thought
possible and perhaps we should be
careful what we think.
Also what does it mean if we do
have an ability to affects reality outside
of our bodies. Does this mean that we

exist or move outside of our bodies in
a subtle fashion (perhaps even that we
create our own reality). If you start
asking these sorts of questions one
inevitably comes into the deep domain
of spirituality.
My ET connection.
I have believed in a hypothesis that
ETs and UFOs are perhaps, in part,
created by humans as a by product of
unknown mental potentials. It is
possible that real UFOs and aliens
exist also. Perhaps people who think
about UFOs cause them to exist. This
could be the same with aliens and
possibly also alien abductions. This to
a skeptic is wonderful news because it
would seem like I am saying that
UFOs and aliens are just a product of
the mind or imagination . Not so!
Indeed it may be that the power of the
mind is capable of creating this things
in physical reality and that the
creations could even live on outside
the initial creative thought.
What evidence is there to support
this theory. We know that ghosts have
been
created
by
paranormal
researchers willing the ghost into
existence and that the ghost has
carried on after the researchers have
left. A very famous case known as the
Philip case illustrates this.
We also know that people who
have witnessed quite explainable
events such as Rocket Launches have
misinterpreted the sighting as a UFO
and have apparently become apparent
transm itters
of
the
perceived
paranormal experience because many
people had visions of UFOs, Virgin
Mary, Comets etc. away from the
sighting area but at exactly the same
time as the rocket launch.
Experiments by UFO researchers
to call down UFOs and control them by
power of the mind or will have been
achieved by CSETI (Centre for Study
Of Extraterrestrial Intelligence). The
big question to CSETI is, can the
power of the mind "send a message"
for the UFO or does the UFO get
created by the power of the mind ...
Perhaps part of the answer to this is
found by UFO researchers who have
willed UFOs to be seen - not just
called (as per Lucien Morgan, London
based
UFO
researchers,
own
experiments. Lucien has featured in
previous issues of Truthseekers ).
Is it even possible that by power of
the mind we can even be the creators

of the alien races which now abduct us.
Lucien Morgan thinks so. He believes
that if we will these things to happen
they will happen. He also believes that if
we stop being so preoccupied by Aliens,
that they would go away. Perhaps it is a
case of would we need to de-create
them . However I see another problem in
all of this. If we create the aliens and
they truly do exist - if they wished, they
could de-create us by the same powers
of mind that we used to create them .
The plot goes on and on.
Tim Cassidy (also featured in this
issue) is convinced that he created an
addition (termed as a grape shot) to the
"Julia" crop circle at Stonehenge last
year. He was so convinced that when he
came over from the US to verify his
knowledge he was drawn to the spot
where the addition was to appear. His
insistence on this happening though his
power of will whilst involved in a mind
experiment in meditation, borders on
aggressiveness - and I believe him. I'm
afraid not too (only kidding Tim!).
In reading Ales's article (this issue)
carefully you can draw parallels between
what Ozzie has said in his article and
Ales's theory -that all that exists is here
and now - past, present and future are
all the same and all things are
connected . I could ask myself how all
these things continually come together
when I write this magazine - how it all
fits neatly in place. Well perhaps I'm
drawing these things towards me.
Perhaps you are drawing these articles
towards you .

Still, lets not get too deep or
philosophical - else we will go mad.
Ozzie -your a bit of a genius.

The VOICE Files
Ufologist with 30 ym eJperielce exposes
the UK and world Black PrGjects il his reports.
'rile Voice" as he calls llllself oilers IUs 225 pages
of irforllalion on lis uperieas worki1g in
aa llldergrOIIId facity with Alens in the UK.
He claills to In physical scan whkh are
still Yisible. The
tor this • ·

voa wu..,.,-y

Pnce =fLL.OO for all ~noloco~ies ~Ius fJ.OO~&~.
Wnle lo THE VOICE, Ll THE GREEN,
MElBOURNE, CHElMSFORD,ESSEX, CM1 LBQ.
TEl ~1L45 •6~LJ~~~ L4 Hours.
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The following is an article on UFOs that I recently wrote
and sent in to the South Wales Echo for them to print in their
section called" Your Say". On contacting the Echo I was pleased
to learn that they had chosen my article for publication and a
few days after they sent a photographer to take my picture to go
along with my write up. Almost a month later they printed my
article on March 31st. I was happy with the result apart from
one thing, the one incident that I had quoted regarding a mid
air collision between a UFO and a plane had suddenly become
over one hundred incidents. Once again we have a classic
example of the media totally getting it wrong, is it such a hard
task for them to get something correct?, obviously it is.
Regardless of this error on their behalf it was good of them to
print my write up.

"Your Say"- UFOs by Chris Fowler
The phenomena of UFOs has become a very popular interest
with people during the last few years, partly due to the success of
progranunes such as the X-Files and Dan O'Neil has ridiculed the
subject on a number of occasions in the Echo. People are still
continuing to debate whether or not such things really do exist,
unfortunately most of these people (at least within the media) are
unaware and apathetic to what is really going on and the quality of
the evidence that there now is.
What a lot of people do not seem to realise is that the belief in
UFOs that many people have is not a belief based on faith, which is
what many religions are based upon. The fact is that most people' s
belief in the UFO phenomenon is based upon evidence, which is
what it is all about. If it were not for UFO evidence I would not
believe in such things myself, though regardless it is perfectly
rational to believe that Earth is not the only planet where intelligent
life evolved. Most UFO sightings have a very rational down to earth
explanation (such as planets, the aurora borealis, aircraft landing
lights etc.), but there are many which completely defy any
explanation.
These unexplained UFOs seem to cause people to behave in a
very irrational way, when some scientists are confronted with
compelling evidence for UFOs, they seem to forget what science is
all about. People like astronomer Patrick Moore will tell you tl1at
all talk of UFOs is "rubbish", labelling all people who believe in
such things as "the crazy gang". Such members of this "crazy
gang" who believe in and have seen UFOs include pilots (some of
fue best trained observers), astronauts, astronomers (including Dr.
Clyde Tombaugh who discovered Pluto in 1930, who is a good
friend of Patrick Moore), policemen, presidents, the list goes on.
Such people' s testimony can not be taken lightly. Remember that
eyewimess testin10ny can send a person to prison, why then is this

not good enough when it comes to UFOs?
I suggest fuat the problems that people have with accepting
UFOs does not lie with the evidence, it lies within fue individual. A
statement by a scientist tl1at UFOs are creations of the mind is not
going to suddenly make the mark on the ground caused by a UFO
heal up and vanish.
If all the available evidence for UFOs was exanlined by a jury,
the decision would be unanimous. There have been thousands of
cases where physical evidence has been left after a UFO has been
seen, hundreds of cases where UFOs have turned up on Radar and
literally thousands of video tapes ofsightings (around 5000 of which
have been taken in Mexico alone since 1991). As well as tltis there
have even been a small number of cases where UFOs have collided
in ntid air witl1 aircraft. One such incident occurred over Mexico
City on July 28th 1994 which resulted in the shock absorber being
torn off a commercial airliner. The UFO involved in this collision
was also wimessed by many and video taped as it hovered over the
city, it was later conflillled on Radar by air traffic control. Though
such incidents do not prove that UFOs are of an extraterrestrial
origin, it does nevertheless prove 100% tl1at such things are real
physical objects. This is an inescapable fact.
Now fuat we know that UFOs are real, we now have to ask the
question "who do these objects belong to?'' Either they are of a
ntilitary origin, or they are of a non human origin. To say fuat they
are ntilitary we then have to also take on the belief that some
government on Earth has secretly developed a technology that
overcomes the problems associated with gravity. Tltis is evident
because some UFOs have been seen to perform manoeuvres that we
could not do (as demonstrated by the video and Radar footage).
If this is not the case then we have to exanline fue possibility, a
very llllcomfortable one for many, that fuey have come from
elsewhere and belong to a non human intelligence. It may in fact be
the case that some of the people who claim to have had contact with
non human people (in events that are now known as 'alien
abductions') have been telling the truth and are not deluded or
suffering from sleep paralysis. Is it not merely a coincidence that
fue same objects people report that tl1ese beings come from are
identical to the objects that are turning up on video film and Radar?

Either conclusion we wish to come to, we, as a whole, are no
doubt being very foolish by not paying serious attention to UFOs.
John Major has recently been asked by more than one MP if he
would allocate resources to evaluating UFO sightings, his reply was

~~~:~~;J

that "The government have no plans to allocate resources to
researching extraterrestrial phenomena." One would think that
they would be concerned when even the MoD's own files (held in
the Public Records Office) contain reports that confmn the reality of
UFOs. One such report from West Freugh concerns an unidentified
object detected on Radar that was estimated to be the size of a small
ship. Perhaps the government's lack of public concern indicates that
behind the scenes they are indeed looking in to such things?
Another prospect we are facing is the possibility that the current
history of our civilisation is vastly wrong. Work by tl1e American
researcher John A West has conclusively proved that the Sphinx in
Giza, Egypt may be as old as 12,000 years, a date that precedes
civilisation. Work by Robert Bauval (autlwr of 'The Orion
Mystery') also seems to show that tl1e three great pyramids may also
be this old and to top it all off very large stone buildings have been
discovered off the coast of Japan m1der 100ft. of water. The last
tin1e this was dry land was over 10,000 years ago. These fmdings
will surely (and have already) cause great dismay to many people,
just as UFOs do. Again, tl1e problem does not lie with tl1e findings,
it lies witltin the people.
The bottom line is that what we are taught, is not necessarily
what really is. TI1e process of changing how we view the world and
ourselves is a very hard one, just as it was back in 1543 when
Copernicus' book 'On The Revolution Of Celestial Spheres' was
first published.
Photo: Chris Fowler (He hates having his photo taken -so I
had to include these ones for yaz all'- ED)
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10A Bra field Road, Cogenhoc, Northampton NN7 1ND Tel; (01604) 891072

TO BE HELD AT

NORTHAMPTON

meetings
The meelings will be held in;
THE CocKPIT

Sum

7.30pm- 9.30pm

List oi date.< for q?;
27th March
24th April
29th M.1y
26th june
31st july
28th August
25th September

30th October
27th November
Admission on door £2.50
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Matthew Williams
on the road

A candid interview with Jenny- a protestor at a super secret
US spy base on UK territory. What are the US doing there and
how do the protestors operate ... we find out now....
Matthew Williams: What is the average age
of people here at the camp?
Je1my: I am the youngest who lives here, I'm
18, and the oldest who lives here, well I'm
not going to say her real age, but she' s in her
50' s. She has been here permanently for the
whole three years that the peace camp has
been existence. Her life is the campaign.
MW: How long have you been protesting
about the base?

J: I have been living at tilis peace camp for
three months and I have been conling here
since last July. I have been involved in t11e
peace movement from a very early age. I
became actively involved since last April.
As I say I was involved in ti1e Selafield Anti
Nuclear campaign, we were having a
completely peaceful campaign and there
were these 4 police officers who came and
beat ilie shit out of us.
MW: Was it a bad beating? Did they use
truncheons?

J: Well none of us ended up in hospital or
anytlling, but we had bruises and cuts.
l11ey didn' t use truncheons, just brute
force. That's the iliing which makes it
worse, is ti1at we are a women's campaign
and we are completely non-violence and
they were male police offers, beating the
slut out of us.
MW: How does Menwith Hill and it' s
"golf balls" compare to somewhere like
t11e super secret Pine Gap facility in
Australia.

J: This place does more than Pine Gap, yet
ilie security here is absolutely appalling.
We regularly break in. It' s sometiling we
can do and get away witl1. At Pine Gap and
any of the other sinlilar 28 bases, you can't
get anywhere near them. There are many
other sinlilar bases such as Wyhopi in
New Zealand, Japan, Bad Eibeling
(spelling?) in Germany,
MW: Have you had any other harassment?

J: Yes tllings ranging from
sabotage of ilie camp, to people
throwing iliings from cars at us.
The window you see iliere
(points) is no longer a window
because somebody hurled a
bottle through it and we tllink
that was ilie police! We have
had iliings stolen and we have
even been firebombed. When
we have been actually in ilie
base, doing actions, we have
·.· been assaulted by base staff and
the latest thing is a woman
called Tracy has had her house
raided by tl1e police because she
got arrested for someiliing and
the police found her diary. So
they found out tllings about her
and raided and she is going to be
severely reprimanded under ilie
official secrets act for borrowing
documents.

Photo: Radomes are used all
over t11e world such as this one
in t11e Antartic.
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MW: What is tllis road painting
- someiliing about people being

run over and killed on ilie lay-by?

J: Oh yes, iliat, well its not real. What
happened is iliat one night last September
some women were here and a police van
drove in and tried to run some of them over.
So the next night we laid out some dunmlies
in the road and dressed them in ilie same
clothes as we would wear and made it as
realistic as you could. It was very realistic
actually. The police drove over iliem and
didn't stop to see if they were real people or
not. So we drew the silliouettes of people in
ilie road to signify iliat event and we said
"Rest In Peace Sisters" A lot of people think
it's real so it gives ilie MODS a bad name.
MW: What do you mean by MODS?
J: Ministry Of Defence Police, we call iliem
MODS.
MW: Do the protesters know who these
police are? Do iliey know where iliey live
and would iliey try to get iliem back for ilieir
nasty actions against you?

J: We are on first or last name terms wiili
them. We know who iliey all are. The most
vindictive one is Sgt Quinn, and he's a
complete bastard. He's really nasty. For
instance, we were infiltrated last year by a
peace woman. She came to stay but
unfortunately she was a bit mentally
unstable and the police got to know about
tllis so they checked her out. The police
worked on her and got her to infiltrate the
camp. She's now been sectioned. It was
Quinn who instigated all of that so he really
~**ed up tllis woman's life for his own
uses, which is really horrible. We don't
want to use violence against ilie police
though so iliey get away with iliings like
tllis.
MW: What is the layout and set up of ti1e
base. What is it for?

J: It is a telecommunications interception
base. There are currently 24 "golf balls" and
the 25Ut and 26Ut are currently being built.
Each "golf ball" has a radar/satellite dish in
it. Most of them collect information - every
time someone uses their phone it goes
through there. The Echelon Dictionary
system picks up certain key words and key
numbers and is triggered and then prints
iliese details out onto magnetic tape so that

operators can listen to the information and
can go over it to see if there is anything
important in it. They spy on market
researchers, trade unions, individuals and
then terrorists etc. They say that they do it
because of the terrorism side of things but
that' s complete crap. They are more
interested in the economics and individuals
than on terrorists.
MW: What is the proof of all of tins taking
place. I am aware that certain evidence
exists to show that UK businesses have been
spied on by the US at this facility - can you
explain some of the tinngs proving ti1at it
happens.

J: There is documentary proof of it having
taken place. Before ti1e bylaws were in
place, you could easily get into ti1e base and
go right up to the golf balls. The women had
got inside buildings and stolen documents
and got out again. These people who got
onto ti1e base would then get caught and
escorted off the base and many times they
had still managed to keep ti1e top-secret
documents. They then worked out what was
on ti1e documents. A television program was
made of this called "The Hill", by Duncan
Campbell who is an investigative joumalist.
It was shown on Channe14 in 1992.
They took loads of documents for ti1at
progran1 and then gave them back about 15
nnnutes before the program was due to go to
air, so it could not be classed as theft,
because if you give something back it is not
ti1eft. I don' t know exactly what was in iliose
docmnents but I was told ti1ey showed proof
of those ti1ings - it was before my time on
the campaign.
MW: I am interested in this Bylaw business.
Tins seems strange, how does it work?

J: Just because it was ti1ere was no way of
stopping you going on the base, because it
does not register as a trespass as long as you
leave when you are asked to. It is a different
matter if you do criminal damage or
something else like taking documents etc. ,
then its an offence. The reason it is called

RAF Menwith Hill is so
that they could prevent
people from even going
on to the base and
exposing the crimes
which are going on
there. This is why we
are going to court to
challenge ilie validity of
the Bylaws. The way
tins works is that iliey
are being called to
answer claims that ti1e
Bylaws were created
just to stop the women
protesters going on ilie
base.
MW: Is it a strong case? What is the link
pin in it all?

J: If the justice system is a fair and just
justice system, tl1en we would win but
ti10se Bylaws were created just for the
purpose of stopping protesters going onto
ti1e base. They were made in bad faiti1
because it is not a real RAF base, there are
no rm1ways, no RAF personnel except one
token person who is not allowed into the
base security sections because he does not
have a high enough security classification,
so it' s not a real RAF base at all. They said
that it was a RAF base.
By calling it RAF Menwiili Hill people
don' t ask questions, and anoti1er thing is
that by seeing the "golf balls" and having
them nicknamed as such makes the whole
purpose of ilie base seem really trivial, it
sort of makes it into a game, someiliing
that even sow1ds fun. Its all so much more
sinister ilian ti1at.
MW: Have you got any inside sources or
people on the inside who are feeding you
infom1ation about what is going on?
J: No we don' t have anybody now. In the
past there was a woman who worked
ti1ere, who appeared on the docwnentary "The Hill" - who came out about the base
because of what she saw going on there

The iliings is though that anyone else may
not know what is going on there because of
ti1e compartmentalisation of information,
people only know their own little bit and
they are not allowed to know outside their
bit. It is a bit like the forces - they are
completely brainwashed and are trained not
to ask any questions.
MW: Do you get any women police officers
at Menwiti1 Hill?

J: There has to be a token police woman on
each shift in case of arrests, but they don't
seem to do very much. The women police
officers in general seem quite nice and
chatty.
MW: Were any women police offers
witness to violence to protesters at
Menwith? Do you think they would try and
stop the male violence towards you.

J: Well ti1ey don't seem to be around that
much so they haven't seen what goes on. I
think ti1ey would, I mean I hope they would
stop violence towards us if they saw it.
MW: What is the security like at the base?
Do you need a lot of ID to get inside and
work ti1ere?

J: You only have security clearance to ilie
area that you are working in, so they cannot
move around very freely- that's all I know.

This is "Tinkerbell", British Telecoms
interception station for all fiber optic
comuncations in the UK. On the A5
road outisde Oswestry, Shropshire all trunk line calls outside of a local
area will apparently pass through this
facility.
Like Menwith Hill, staff here monitor
calls and there must be direct links
from this outstation and other UK listening posts wuch as GCHQ. Do we
have any rights to privacy in the UK?
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MW: What sort of security do they have
there? It seems like there are an awful lot of
cars parked there and not a lot of above
ground space to house all the working
people who might be there.

J: A lot of people have come up here and
said that they do work underground. I have
been near the bunker entrances which would
suggest that there are underground facilities
in the area. I think there could be some
facilities there.
MW: Are you aware of any emergency
tunnels or entrances that could be off site
but cmmected to the base - perhaps another
way for you to get into the base, perhaps?

J: No I am not aware of any but it's an
interesting thought.
MW: Are there any enviromnental issues
with the base being there - can any
govermnent people or officials come and
check out the base?

J: No one is allowed on the base, members
of parliament are not allowed on the base journalists aren ' t allowed on the base parliamentary questions aren't supposed to
be asked on all of this.
MW: How do they get away with not having
to answer parliamentary questions on the
base?

J: I do not know how they get around it, but
they are getting around it pretty well at the
moment. It is all to do with the American!
British allegiance that seems to exist
whereby we are good friends from the war,
and perhaps we wouldn' t have won the war
without Americas help, so it's almost as if
we owe them a favour, so the Govenunent
doesn' t want to ask many questions of them.
Also America has world dominance- that's
obvious. So this may mean that Britain
wants to stay friends with them otherwise
we could lose out.

MW: So what has happened to MPs when
they have asked questions.

J: A very interesting thing was that a
Labour MP called Bob Cryer who was an
MP for Bradford. He was asking very
embarrassing questions in Parliament
about this base and two weeks after he
started asking those questions he was
killed in a mysterious car crash. He was
doing investigations into the base also.
That is quite interesting.
MW: Can you explain a little further.

J: He was driving on a motorway and he
had just come out of a service station and
he was witl1 his wife. His wife says that he
wasn' t tired and didn' t appear to be acting
strange and there was nothing unusual
about the situation. She says that she heard
an explosion and then their car crashed.
TI1e investigation said that he must have
fallen asleep and gone out of control but
his wife defmitely remembers this
explosion sound.
MW: What sorts of tlungs won't you do in
your fight against the base?

J: We don' t use violence and we won't use
arson. Arson puts lives at risk so we don' t
use it.
MW: Why is it so open, why didn't they
try to hide the base away somewhere?

J: It's high up. Perhaps this makes it
easier to intercept stuff - I don't know
about the technicalities of that though. It's
away from everything like a landmark or
anytl1ing, so tl1ere is no reason for the
public to be near it. Altl10ugh it is very
obvious when you drive past it, if you
don' t drive past it, you won't know it
exists.
MW: What sorts of things have you done
yourself.
J: I climbed one of the radio masts in

January and stayed up there for 3 hours. It
was broad daylight and there were 30 police
officers there and media and everything.
There was me sat up on top of this 100 foot
radio mast going ''No I'm not going to come
down". So that was to get the media
involved. We got it on TV and were
desperate to get on TV and in the media
because then people can get to fmd out
about it. In fact we have a mailing list of
over 800 people to send mail to on
developments at the base.
MW: What sort of non arson type action
have people taken out on the base.

J: There is a system called the "Pusher"
system which is a radio system. I don't quite
know what it does. It has been sabotaged
literally hundreds of times. People go in
with bolt cutters and cut the wires. Also one
of the "golf balls", which are also known as
"Radomes" were entered and smash up
completely.
We also use Hammerite paint, which is
metallic based and affects the performance
of the radio snooping. It blocks the signals,
basically as much sabotage as we can do.
Getting caught for it has it's consequences
though.
MW: Another way you could sabotage it
would be to transmit on the frequencies they
are listening to - by using jamming gear.
Has this ever been done - jamming the
sensitive signals they are trying to sniff from
the airwaves.

J: That would be a good idea. I think we
will have to look into that. We are always
looking into new ways of doing things,
because every time you do something that is
effective then they will try to stop it and
bring in laws to stop it.
Just to note, since 1994, 18 women have
been imprisoned for tllis campaign. Its going
up all the time. The longest sentence was 6
months wllich she served 3 months. The
shortest are like ovenlight stays. The most

MW: Do you make use of video on your
raids or actions?

conunon cause of going to prison is for non
payment of fines because we say that we are
not guilty of anything, because what we are
doing is not a crin1e, it is to expose a greater
crime. I would rather be in prison because of
my beliefs than free because of my apathy.
So I am quite prepared to go to prison. Its
quite scary but. .. hnmmun ...
MW: Do you have any male supporters, or is
it just women.

J: Oh yes we do have male supporters but
it's a women only camp. Males are not
allowed to stay ovemight, that's all, we let
males visit during the day of course.
MW: What's the cut off time.
J: Dark - as soon as it gets dark. There are
loads of reasons for it being women only, I
won't go into some of them because I don't
want to insult you. When you get men in a
group it tends to go hierarchical, and in our
group everything is done on an equal basis what each woman does is as important as
the next.

So we four who live here are no more
important than the 20 or so people who
support us by bringing us water and washing
our clothes etc. and they are no more
important than the people on the mailing
list, who support us by spreading the word
or donating, or even sending us stamps.
Another reason for the women thing is the
non-violence thing, a lot of men are not into
non violence. Another reason is that the
police are already violent to us but they are
even more violent when men are around
because they see it as a challenge.
MW: Back to the needy points - what do you
know about the NSA and UFOs and titis
base?

J: I don't really know anytiting about UFOs
myself but a lot of the people who come here
say ti1ey see UFOs in the area and it is some
fonn of "Hotspot". It could be because ti1e
NSA is involved, who knows? (laughs) The
NSA are supposed to be interested in that
sort of thing I think.

J: When they were making the
documentary "The Hill" they all had video
can1eras, but I don't tltink ti1ey have since
ti1en. I titink we should do but it's just one
extra tiling to get confiscated that's all. It's
just easier to not take anytlting on witi1
you.
If people need any information on what
they can do and cannot do over there,
where the "invisible" boundary is and
what ti1e Bylaws are, ti1ey can call in here
and we will tell them. A lot of the stuff
witi1 getting arrested is not that bad, it's
not a big thing and it won't be on your
record for the rest of your life.

MW: Next to Menwith Hill is a little
known other base. What do you know
about that one?

J: That one is called "Forest Hill" and is a
Royal Navy station. They say ti1at it is just
a radio station to help communicate with
ti1e fislting fleets and help the fishennen,
but we have more documented evidence

which was borrowed from there which links
it with Trident Nuclear Missiles and subs
and stuff. We don't have a campaign against
that place because we are focusing our
attention on Menwith.
MW: Well thank you for the interview and
good luck with your efforts in exposing ti1e
base.
J: Thanks.

The NSA (National Security Agency) is an offshoot of the CIA (Centra/Intelligence Agency). Designed primarily as a signals and intelligence gathering agency it has found itself getting actively involved in forefront operations
and counter-espionage. This involves sending out agents to do the dirtywork.
In the UK it is confirmed as fact that
NSA have used the
information gathered from intercepted phone calls
of UK businesses to
benefit the corporate interests of US
high level businesses.
Are such money
and commercial
losses acceptable to
the UK government
who allowed the US
on to our soil in this
manner?
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Welcome to a new regular column by Jonathan Hurst & Janice Jackman,
founder-members of Truthseekers West Yorkshire. Both have written for
TSR before, and in this section will keep you informed ofperspectives learnt
from their ET contacts and experiences.
THE RETICULANS- written by Jonathan Hurst
It was around 2am on Saturday, 5th April 1997. Jan and I were
both asleep. Suddenly Jan was awoken by something tl1at touched
her hand, dangling ofT the side of the bed. She opened her eyes to
see tile room filled with light, and a figure standing beside the bed
looking down at her. The entity was about 5' 5" tall, weari11g a white
and gold gown, with long arms and a large head. On closer
inspection, she noticed it had white skin, a small
nose and mouth, huge slanted eyes with golden
irises, and wispy white hair. Its head was
surrounded by a luminescent aura.
The creature looked at Jan with a
serene expression on its face. "It is nearly
time for the change," it said telepathically.
In her mind Jan could see a spi1ming
triangle, gathering speed and becoming a
pyramid. It span so fast tllat it became
invisible. She felt the being was referring
to tile dimensional shift.
Also in the room, Jan noticed four
shorter entities resembling typical Greys.
Each moved to a comer of tile bed. One of
the entities produced a small silver object
and placed it inside her head with its bony hand,
as though Jan was transparent.
"Don't be afraid, you know what to do," communicated the tall
entity.
Next Jan was levitated above the bed, while the creatures moved
closer and visually inspected her body. She saw herself reflected in
their large eyes, which came startlingly close to her own.
As she descended to the bed, the four short Greys merged into a
single entity, which merged with the tall being. It then ascended
through the ceiling and was gone.
Jan fell asleep. I remained tmconscious throughout the
visitation.
The next day, Jan fotmd some blood in her nose but did not
immediately remember what had taken place the night before. Later
on in the day, she felt tired so took a nap. While lying down, her
mind drifted to another place. There she saw a creature that
resembled an oversized Praying Mantis, which she has encountered
several times before. She already knew its name was Raul.
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Telepathically, Raul said it was
checking her new implant, that was
inserted last night. At this point Jan
was confused, so asked what it was for.
"To assist the dimensional change."

Later on in the day, I suggested Jan
relax and try to remember if anything
had happened the night before. She
recalled the whole experience outlined
above. Also, she learnt that the tall entity's name was 'Anraa' and
tl1at it (being sexless) was a friend of ours.

A few days later, while in mental communication witll Anraa,
tile entity informed Jan tllat it was a 235-year-old hybrid (20%
human, 30% Reticulan, and 50% Blond Pleiadian) from tile future.
Also, it had emotions and was not a clone. Apparently, Jan and I had
helped in its creation- having donated samples of DNA. Anraa's job
consisted of engineering 'etheric transporters and
transformers' (whatever that means).
Throughout her life Jan has had encounters witll
entities we term extraterrestrial. It has never
been a big deal. In addition to physical and
out-of-body encounters, Jan also has tile ability
to charmel tllese entities. She is totally
unconscious during this process and often
remembers being somewhere else. The
communicating entity assumes her body totally,
as if tlleir own, bringing all of its marmerisms,
personality, intellect, knowledge, etc., with
them.
Of all the extraterrestrial races in contact
with Earfu, at tltis time the Greys seem to be
one of tile most common. Actually, not all of
them have grey skin. Otllers have been encountered
with white skin, beige, red, blue, green, and pinkbrown. Thus I prefer to call tl1em Reticulans, as tlleir
homeworld can be found in the binary system of Zeta Reticuli.
Throughout the world, in all cultures, people are clainting to be
in physical and psychic contact with these entities (not to mention
the other ET races). The entities have told many individuals certain
details about themselves. I have interviewed numerous contactees,
and heard the same story repeatedly. According to the entities, their
world and race are dying as a result of severe levels of radiation in
their atmosphere.
Through Jan's encounters, mental contact and charmelling, I
have been researching the history and present agenda of tllese
beings. Below I shall present some of the information we have been
told. We are certainly not alone in knowing this infommtion, as you
will notice the consistency between what we have been told and
many others throughout the world. Some of these other individuals
also charmel their ET contacts, and books on the Reticulans and
other ETs are plenty. Watch out for The Roswell Message, to be
published by Gateway Books on 4th July 1997- tl1e 50th anniversary

of the Roswell Incident. The book claims to be channelled from the
Greys.

govemments on Earth and allied with several other ET races that
share sinlilar goals and ideals.

The Origins of the Greys

Sinlilar to the situation on Earth, a taskforce was sent to the
Reticulans' planet in order to help avert the breakdown of their
society. These beings incarnated into the Reticulan race before the
nuclear war and many remained in the aftermath. This taskforce was
sent by the Galactic Council - a board of elders who oversee the
evolution of civilisations in tllis galaxy. Many of tllis taskforce are
now on Earth (including myself and Jan). Also many indigenous
Reticulans are now incarnate here, which explains what the Greys
mean when abductees are told, "You are one of us."

The Reticulans claim both our races share a conunon ancestry,
as do most humanoid races throughout the universe. At one time,
thousands of millennia ago, they were once human like us.
Their planet was very similar to ours, with a rich and varied
society. However, the status quo became threatened by a growing
alliance based on ideals in contrast to those of the mainstream. This
group basically sought global domination - not unlike what many
conspiracy researchers believe is happening in our world today.
The conflict culminated with a nuclear war, which devastated
the planet and its ecosystem. Many species became extinct and the
environment tmned very barren and desolate. The hmnan survivors
attempted to rebuild their society, but illness was prevalent. They
were suffering from many diseases and mutations caused by the
abundant traces of radiation. Eventually tilis forced the survivors to
live underground.
One major problem was sterility. More and more of the
survivors found themselves sterile, including the offspring of those
that weren't. To overcome this, they resorted to cloning - but tilis
only compounded their predicament, as it inbred the DNA
The Reticulans tried to rescue their dying race tirrough genetic
re-engineering. They reduced the height of later generations because
of the limited living space underground; originally they were around
seven feet tall. Over many ti10usands of years they became ti1e
Grey-type entities we know of today. The change in ti1eir eyes was
gradual, the pupil became larger and larger as it adjusted to their
form of underground light. Today, some Greys have been witnessed
with whites in the corner of their
eyes. These eyes are not shields
as some have postulated, but
have no eyelids. Abductees
commonly report seeing Grey
foetuses that are miniature
versions of the adults, with tiny
black eyes.
A major alteration they did
was with their emotions. They
believed emotion played a
fundamental part in the
breakdown of their society, so
they altered their neural
pathways to make emotion more
monotone and controlled. They
came to despise individuality
and so developed into a 'hive'
mentality.
The
neardisappearance of emotions
allowed
them
to
excel
intellectually and therefore
scientifically. Thus ti1e size of
their craniums increased to
house more sopllisticated brains.
However, in spite of all the
change and re-engineering, ti1e
' counter culture' survived and
still exists today. They are
colluding
with
certain

The Galactic Council saw a great opportunity for a coevolutionary leap of two races: Eanh humanity and the dying race
from Zeta Reticuli. As most hmnanoid races are offshoots of the
same genetic tree, the Council permitted the benign Reticulans to
involve Earth humans in a genetic experiment. They saw an
opportunity where both races could benefit from each other. We
could learn from the Reticulans' unusual sense of singular identity,
technology, social and ecological turmoil, among other things. They
could learn from our unusual individuality, emotions, sexuality, and
genetic diversity.
Our rich genetic stock was ideal for their experiment: to
crossbreed with another humanoid species, in order to repair the
damage inflicted on themselves physically, emotionally and
mentally. It would be an extraordinary co-evolution and the resulting
hybrid race would be used as a vehicle for the spiritual advancement
of both races.
The benign Reticulans did not want to sacrifice their race and
incarnate into another, because of its unique qualities: their strong
mental powers and intellect, understanding of science and
teclmology. They decided to try and retain as many of their good
qualities as possible, while
inheriting some from us. It really
is a two-way thing.
..··

Unfortunately, their ancient
enemies followed them to Earth
and also saw what they could
gain from us. The difference with
them is that they are not
interested in co-evolution and are
only out for themselves. They
came here without permission
from the Council and began
taking without asking first. The
benign Reticulans have said that
the Roswell Incident involved
two saucers. One ship was
piloted by benign Reticulans
(pink-brown colour) and the
other by negatives (grey colour),
the latter on a mission to
establish contact with the US
govemment.
The positives
intercepted the negative ship and
attempted to escort it out of our
atmosphere. Unfortunately, the
sllips collided and were both
disabled. The positives were all
killed, while some of the
negatives survived. Despite the
tragedy, their mission was a
success.
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The negative Reticulans (along with other ET races) have
fonned unofficial treaties with government agencies worldwide. The
treaty with America was established in 1954, with the National
Security Agency- set-up in 1952 as an extension of Majestic-12.
The NSA agreed to give the negative Reticulans concealed asylum
(sub-surface bases), freedom to involve a number of US citizens in
genetic research, and to cover up any evidence of their presence
(until a certain time). In return, the NSA and agency affiliates were
to receive scientific information and (flawed) technology.
Unfortunately, the negative Greys didn' t take the treaties seriously
for very long and now do what they please. I believe they made these
agreements to avoid the prompt intervention of the Galactic Council
- as the Council have to honour our free will.
Norn1ally, all races endeavouring to contact Earth must obtain
clearance from the Galactic Council and obey their regulations. At
tlus time, contact must be witl1 selective recipients and not on an
open scale. However, some races flout tllis rule and tl1ey are those
that are colluding with the Earth govennnents. Apparently, some of
these want to become public and tl1ere has been some conflict with
our govenunents, who are not in favour of tllis at tl1e moment.
The Council are now urging the negative Reticulans, and
probably other races, to withdraw from tl1e Earth. Apparently, both
sides have satisfied tl1e goals of their projects, and thus Grey
abductions appear to be on the decline. Unfortunately, tl1e negative
Greys intend to fight off any opposition, and tlus may lead to an
all-out war. If so, we are told that it will occur in an etheric
dimension. Of course, the negatives stand no chance against tl1e
forces of the Council. But they are extremely arrogant and think tl1e
Earth now belongs to them. They see humankind as an inferior and
subservient race, along with tl1eir many genetically-engineered slave
races.
TI1e benign Reticulans are preparing an Earth-like planet in tl1e
Orion system, to be the home of their new hybrid species.
Apparently, after the year 2000 some hmnans on Earth will be
allowed to migrate to tlus planet and live alongside the halfling
society. But tl1at is another article altogether.
So tlus is some of what Jan has been told by the benign
Reticulans and other races. Believe what you want of tl1is
information, we are not out to convert anyone.
If any of you would like to ask us or our ET contacts any
questions, please send fuem to tl1e address below. We will publish
tl1e answers in subsequent instalments of tl1is colunm.
Contactee Viewpoint, Truthseekers West Yorkshire, 14
Deaconess Court, Queens Road, Ilkley, West Yorkshire LS29 9QJ.
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A few years after the incident and after he had left
the USAF, Larry came forward and spoke about what
had happened, becoming the first firsthand military
UFO witness to do so. Mter he did so, other witnesses
were tracked down who were also involved and the story
started to become well known within UFOlogy.
Peter Robbins, an independent UFO researcher and
assistant to Budd Hopkins (UFO abduction researcher
and author), became involved in investigating both
Bentwaters and Larry's claims in 1987 after being
approached by Larry who asked if he would co-author a
book about Bentwaters. Since then they have both
made a number of trips out to the actual UFO site in
Suffolk which resulted in physical evidence from the
landing site being discovered in the form of altered soil,
just like many other reported UFO landing sites. The
book describes in detail all aspects of what Larry
experienced and it also deals with the US government's
involvement with the incident and the witnesses to the
events.
The Bentwaters incidents have been referred to as
the UK equivalent of the Roswell incident that occurred
back in 1947 and are no doubt just as significant as UFO
events go. This book is a long time overdue and is a
must read for anyone seriously interested in the UFO
phenomenon and government involvement. The UK
release date for the book is May 23rd and both Larry
Warren and Peter Robbins will be in the UK around the
time lecturing on the Bentwaters incidents.

LEFT AT EAST GATE- A FIRST-HAND
ACCOUNT OF THE BENTWATERSWOODBRIDEGE UFO INCIDENT, IT'S
COVER-UP, AND INVESTIGATION
by Larry Warren and Peter Robbins (published by
Marlowe & Company). Review by Chris Fowler.
Left At East Gate is the culmination of almost ten
years of investigation into the famous Bentwaters UFO
incidents by Larry Warren and Peter Robbins. The
events occurred nearby the joint USAF!RAF bases of
Bentwaters and Woodbridge (now both closed) in
Suffolk on the nights of 26th, 27th and 28th of
December 1980. Larry Warren at the time was a
member of the USAF Security Police and was stationed
at RAF Bentwaters. On the night of the 28th he was
involved in a UFO incident that occurred around five
miles outside of the base.

Tim Casady is a man with a mission. He is over from the states and wants to
tell us about the significance of the crop circles and his personal involvement
in influencing the "circle makers" with the power of his mind.... Though in this
interview he tells us about Indian prophecies and where we must take more
care in our beliefs of such propechies. Whereas many conspiracy researchers
tell us about events from the outside in this article Tim gives us his insight
into prophecy givers and saucer "cults". It is an insight which may shock
some New Age believers because it deals with so called Hopi Indian con men
and dogmatists.
Before Tim starts the interview he
gives an Indian drumming ceremony,
which has quite a powerful effect on the
mood and energy of the listener.
Matthew Williams: You are going to
talk a little with us about UFO cults,
specifically ones you have a direct
involvement with - the people and how they
get entwined and what is behind these. You
have given me some infonnation on a man
named Paul Solem & Quotsvongha . What is
your own perspective on this man and his
group?
Tim Casady: This Paul Solem episode is
quite an interesting one in the whole corpus
and wanderings of the Hopi Indian
prophecy. The reason I think it is so
interesting and important to UFOlogy is
because Paul Solem was not only a so called
UFO expert but he claimed to be able to call
down UFOs on command and some UFOs
did arrive when and where Solem predicted.
So his interactions with the Hopis were
amidst a series of UFO events. I am not sure
exactly how tl1ese would stand out in the
whole field of UFO logy, but in tenus of the
man trying to take credit for predicting
UFOs Solem stands out as a more 1musual
character.
The long and short of it is that he
showed up around 1969 and 1970 and told
the Hopi Indians tl1at he had some special
religious knowledge. This was part of his
entree. He wasn' t so much a researcher or
an abductee as he was a neo-Monnon. He
claimed esoteric knowledge of a new wave

of Monuonism. Monuonism exists locally
around tl1ese Indians, and next door in
Utah and Nevada too. So the Indians are
very familiar with Mormonism in this area
and in fact some of the Indians are
Monuons.
Mr Solem combined a spiritual and a
"nuts and bolts" UFO invasion clain1 - a
reworking of an already known native
h1dian prophecy which dovetailed witl1
their feelings and beliefs . Solem then
predicted four more visitations after some
success with the sightings that he seemed
to have been able to engineer. An Indian
high priest was involved bringing people
down tl1ere to see the visitations and got a
large group of people into the area. Then
tl1ere was much constemation when the
UFOs didn' t show up. By the second
Sunday moming, one week later, Mr
Solem had managed to bail out and by the
fourth Sunday moming nobody was
bothering to drive out to the landing site.
So after this the high priest then retired in
the aftenuath of being called insane and
the like.
In Hopi Indian traditions there are
different elements of their myths and their
cultural beliefs about leadership positions
of politics and holding office relating to a
persons failure and what you should do if
you do fail. The ideas suggest things like:
if you fail perhaps you should chop your
head off- that sort of thing. So this sort of
move by the priest to retire was therefore
culturally correct. The power vacuum then
shifted around and the upshot of this all is
that Mr Solem came in with his wild
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prophecies and they didn't come true and
the high priest was sucked in so he then had
to resign. After the priest stepped down two
new individuals stepped in to take his place
as "leading spokesman".
All these events were written about and
chronicled by a man named A W Geertz.
The two new spokesmen were Thomas
Banancya is still alive and pushing this type
of can1paign. The other was a person called
David Monongya These two are the types
who would have been active on the tour
scene and visited different countries to try
and sell the prophecy idea to other people
-they were still trying to push the story.
Banancya was interviewed about many
similar ideas and was interviewed ,for
instance, on last years comet and this years
Hale Bopp comet. They wanted hirn to make
some doom and gloom prophecy about it and
to see if he had some special knowledge of
it's arrival. This is where I part company
with some of this Indian prophecy
information- it's what I call the "Doom and
gloom syndrome".
Over here you might not know quite
how much of a role that the Hopi Indian
prophecy plays but back home in the US you
will fmd hundreds of supposedly
knowledgeable Indians and whites leaning
on the Hopi prophecy as one of the main
tenets of their doom and gloom story; Then
some will go even further and produce
something else to add to the story something which is of even lesser quality
and use the Hopi Indian "credibility" to back
it up. This is the situation that we are in still
in today with layer after layer of new "Hopi"
prophecy of gloom and doom. Recently for
example Chet Snow, a US crop circle
researcher, has become a Hopi Indian expert
and added his own doom spin.
MW: What seems important though in
part was, did Paul Solem bring those first
UFOs and then they failed to come back?
Was it actually him that managed to call
them or was it just a chance happening and

he was an opportunist?
TC: I don't have a great of evidence to
prove or disprove any of that although
somewhat involved. I was there myself
when all of this happened, I was not exactly
aware of what was going on. I was seeing
and trying to make a sense of who was
actually in charge and see what was going
on in the mess. The Hopi Indians were
negotiating with me about using various
images of UFOs, with images of me 9
months pregnant as a "Katchina clown". I
know that they had it in their mind and were
presenting UFOs in the inner circles before
any of these events took place. As I say they
were negotiating with me on the imagery
that should be used in 1969. There was
some upset and falling out between me and
the Hopi Indians and so I am suspicious that
the Hopi Indians were not planning for it
alone. This raises an interesting question or
two. I think wherever the plans came from
that the military provided the "nuts and
bolts" craft to make Mr Solems prophecy
come partly true. This is my angle on things
and is my first choice of answers as to how
this happened. I think this was a con job and
a stupendous set up.
MW: It seemed that the desired effect
may have been to make people lose faith in
UFOs and to destabilise the Hopi Indian
high priest and perhaps engineer a false
prophecy to take people off the path, and
slander the Hopi Indians. What do you
think?
TC: I don' t think Solem deviated from
the plan and he was in fact meant to fail.
This doesn 't mean that it was a failure
totally for the Hopi Indians, because in fact
they have a different concepts in their
religious concepts of "holy clowns" and this
means that sometimes they accept that they
will be played with in tllis manner and tllis
is acceptable. They may have even had some
good faith in making fun of themselves that's the way they are. Their image of me,
a Katchina doll of tlte "distracter" clown
type and the Mickey Mouse aliens (standing
next to the Katchina doll) comes from their
holy humour philosophy.
MW: Didn' t Paul Solem describe the
aliens that were flying tlte craft as being
from Venus? Did he also say that tltey look
just like us? Had they come to this idea
through divine guidance from Solem or was
it part of a longer standing tradition?
TC: They are trying to make up all sorts
of things into tlteir religion at tlte moment to
justify their claim that tltey have land rights
-it' s a 400 nlillion dollar law suit and in fact
tltey weren' t tltere first on the land, tlte land
belonged to tlte Dine (better known as the
Navaho) people. Still tltey do have some

beliefs about people who they say come
from the sky and these people bring rain
and the like. Its hard to tell accurately
because tltese beings were based more on
a seasonal tradition, they were the
rai.nntakers and they would come during
one season and leave during the next.
Nobody can really say whetlter or not
tltey ever saw tltese sky beings coming
down in this way or what tltey were doing.
However when it comes to Paul Solems
involvement, suddenly tltese sky beings
are coming down and giving all sorts of
messages about atom bombs and tlte UN
and aliens. This is the sudden ultra
modern part of tlte spin on Hopi
"Katcllinas of 'Sky Beings"'.
To look at it more carefully the Hopi
Indian looked towards Geertz, a
professional anthropologist who had lived
with tltem for seven years. Their complaint
was that those two men I mentioned
earlier, Banyana and Monague had failed
after the 1970 disaster witlt the UFOs not
arriving. They felt that tltese two had made
up a whole load of new stuff which was
designed specifically for the hippies and
had nothing really to do with their
tradition. The Hopi Indians are worried
that tltis new sort of banter has been
created for a wide audience. The Hopi
Indians are well aware of this but the
wllites unforhmately aren't!
This is a situation which may be tlte
same in Wales or Europe, whereby
somebody from another cmmtry can come
along and bring claims of a prophecy and
show you something/tell you something what do you say to them. For instance if an
Indian was to come over and say look at
tllis crop circle cave painting we have in
our caves, then shows you a slide photo of
a diagram of sometlting painted in a cave
and you have the same crop circle, what do
you say ... The Indian tribes are well aware
of this kind of ability to manipulate and
going on not just overseas but closer to
home, from tribe to tribe.
A guy named Morning Star reckoned
tltat his grandfatlter fotmd a downed alien
craft and recovered live alien bodies from
it, so we have a kind of Roswell in reverse
playing the circuit at tlte moment. By his
own say so apparently tlte CIA are out to
kill !lim and all sorts of otlter tllings and
this is why he doesn't show up on tlte
circuit from time to time. We keep on
getting tltese kinds of ideas and people
springing up on tlte circuit from time to
time. Last year we had a star nations
conference, billed as the h1dians giving
away all their secret knowledge of the
stars. It was a pretty tllin soup I can tell
you .. .
MW: What about Qotshongva' s, tlte
high priest of 19 50 to 1970? He was

peddling tllis information - what was his
angle?
TC: I don't know how he was playing it
or if he made money. What was certain is
that he was selling a kind of "the aliens are
invading" type of story. The Indians have a
tendency to come out with stories which
seem to tell people the way they should be
behaving and trying to clean the world up.
Tllis story involved a wllite man who was
supposed to come as tlte messiah and alien
powers that he would bring with him He
claimed that it was the aliens who were the
great force and they were here to shake us
up and purify our hearts.
Thomas Banyaka is the only one from
the original story who is still alive. He was
a translator and was brought in to interpret
the messages of tlte other Indians who could
not speak American so well. He completely
took over the interpretation of these events
for the benefits of the hippies. Banyaka had
no traditional tribal ties prior to his
involvement in these prophecies.
The prophecy thing started back in 194 7
with four other figures who came out of
nowhere and claimed that they had
inforntation which had been passed down
through the centuries which related to the
house of nlica, which was a centre of world
power and the atom bomb. Well the house of
mica they referred to was claimed to be the
United Nations building which was indeed a
centre of world power. As far as anyone can
fmd out none of those elements existed at
any time before 194 7, until these group of
four created them. Geertz SUI11illarised that
this was a much more effective prophecy
because it had accurate elements in it but of
course this was because it was created after
the events!!!
Banyaka and Monague then hit the high
wave of New Age witlt the hippies in around
1970 in the United States. They got a pretty
good tour. There wasn't much Hopi
traditionalism about their conduct or
anything else.
MW: So were tltey after money or was it
really a conspiracy with sinister overtones?
TC: I think it was not only government
led but also there were also some esoteric
reasons behind it too. I tllink for someone,
playing ball with the Hopi Indian's had
some deep spiritual meaning to it. They
wanted these people as spiritual puppets. I
think the esoteric elements in white society
who were responsible for this must be taken
into consideration. Whether they were tlte
Freemasons or tlte remnants of the Nazi's or
whatever. Whoever it is, who was playing
the game, wanted to mrulipulate a religion.
What you did notice is that some money was
changing hands. You did notice some of
these prophets had two storey concrete block
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homes whilst their neighbours were living in
trailers.
I think that part of the goal was to get
control of the elements that were being
displayed in front of the new age crowd. The
interest in paganism and Indians has been
very well massaged by the government. It
appears about half of the professional
Indians on the circuit are involved and I can
suggest that any who use the pattern of
doom and gloom are involved or those who
give UFO stories - this all shows U1ey are
cut out of a govenunent mould.

MW: So what otl1er organisations or
religions have been infiltrated?
TC: 1l1e corruption of the Navaho tribal
council is fairly well known. 1l1ey had a
president of U1eir tribal govenunent who
was impeached in 1987/88 when they
charged him with inciting a riot when he
was miles away. He was framed. They
accused hin1 of starting U1e riot. Now he is
in prison and in solitary confmement and
there have been calls to President Clinton to
take him out of solitary confinement. 1l1e
three following Navaho presidents have
been set up and involved in scandals. If you
follow the Indian scene closely you can see
that there have been problems within otl1er
tribes too.
A high up member of U1e Sioux tribe
and founder member of the radical Indian
group A.I.M. got into trouble. The
govenunent got involved in beating up and
even murdering some members of U1at
group. If you see how they became involved
in the years U1at followed you can see how
some of them got t1m1ed and some got into
trouble and jailed. Some were even paid off.
1l1e Cherokee back east got into trouble.
People like Rolling Timnder and others who
got involved in coming over to Europe and
giving the wisdom of his very special
prophecy to the European people were
involved in the disinfom1ation scam.

MW: Some of U1ese "highl y moral"
spiritual figureheads of which we have been
speaking must know what they are doing
and really are not very moral at all. Do you
have clear instances of major failings they
have - can you dish the dirt?
TC : I Ulink the very specific strand of
Racism which they give out is one of the
worst things they say or do. It comes out in
claims of authority over whites. 1l1ey say
Ulings like whites should not be allowed to
handle crystals or U1at we are incapable of
handling crystals and we can set off spiritual
accidents. They say U1at whites shouldn' t
own this fetish or that fetish - by this they
mean things like pipes or that whites
shouldn' t run sweat lodges or dance with a
feather. They say that we are spiritual

underlings and U1ere will be a backfire if
we do some of these things. They were
clainling U1at whites are the inferior race
and that they are the higher race. TI1ey feel
that whites should line up and pay them
for these spiritual things and only Indians
should be allowed to do U1em.
1l1at' s one ugly element. Another is
their contradictory messages in their
philosophies about racial hannony. Many
people preach the rainbow prophecy which
says that all four colours would come
together and be as one - so tllis is a clear
contradiction to the statements we are
hearing from elsewhere. Some say that the
world is falling apart and that it is only the
white people that are causing it, with
teclmology and industrial pollution as the
enemy.
1l1ere were even certain Indians who
liked going around preaching the doom
and gloom and then blaming the white
people for it because they thought this was
humorous and got a kick out of it.
To be fair the real Indians back home
on U1e tribal reservations are really a
different calibre and not like this at all.
TI1ey have honesty and moral fibre. It' s a
shame that these new age huxters have got
the limelight and have defined what the
New Age is supposed to be.

MW: Do you believe that U1ere is any
spirituality to these new age huxters - or
should none of U1eir stories be listened to after all we do pollute the earth, perhaps
tl1ey have a point.
TC: Its an interesting point - it could
be a case of a worm that catches fish. The
ecological problems that we face have
certainly been misunderstood and not
addressed properly. Put on a spiritual level
I think that there is good in the green or
ecological movement. I think that the
Indian image, whoever is engineering it,
does touch a chord perhaps even though
the linage is still made up.
I think part of the core belief of
responsibility to the eartl1 does have value,
after you have shrugged off the personal
clailus and racism, is that we are indeed
spiritually related to the earth. Tilis is a
profound message. We don' t need
invadi11g aliens, or changes in our DNA or
a higher vibration in our development to
see U1e fundamental truth is U1at we are
connected to the Earth, whatever dubious
way U1at this message has come to us.

MW: So when we see press releases
by
seemingly
official
sounding
organisations like U1e Hopi Independent
Nation, should they be listened to or are
there many such groups - all seemingly as
in1portant? Which ones should be listened
to?
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TC : Well tl1e masses of Indians have not
been listened to. The Hopi Independent
Nation is not really the big issue because it
has a small political aim. There is a Hopi
Tribal Council wllich is the official political
body and has some control over street lights
and land leases to mining or mineral
companies. They don't have much power.
1l1ey have been corrupted and forced to sell
land but at least a small amount of the
money they get does trickle down and ends
up going towards better schools and the like.
1l1ese organisations are very vague.

MW: If you look at the prophecy as
given by Qotshongva, and you look at his
fathers prophecy tl1en you see a clear
change. Can you comment on some of the
old style prophecy and the new style.
TC: If you want to get into the nuts and
bolts, there is one watershed event where a
high priest becomes a Christian and he
marries llis own personal conversion and ilie
end of time of Christianity together and
announces it publicly. He tells the other
priests this and tells them that he has woven
their beliefs and Christianity together and
that Christianity is consistent with Hopi
Indian belief. He also then says that il1
addition to all of these revelations that he is
going to bum a main altar he controls and
that by doing this he was doing everyone a
big favour.
So they are all U1ere and tllis man is
about to bum the altar and there is a
photographer who offers to pay the man 400
or 800 dollars for the altar and he priest
refuses. Then he offers him 400 to 800
dollars just to take a single photograph of
the altar. He refuses that. This was in 1920
and that was a huge sum of money. He
tlmled this down and burned the altar and
told everyone that he had done the
"purifying" service that he was supposed to
do.
Then anotl1er group lied about the altar
destruction and made a duplicate altar. This
group were in tl1e background and there was
a scramble to get power and they didn't
surface until they formulated their version of
the prophecy a few years later. So you can
see that there were some people who
weren' t going to go along with the
Christirulisation of U1e Indian religion. They
were going to go home with their marbles
and play tl1eir non-Christian game. The nonChristian tiling emerged again after a 40
year time lapse as the hippie and new age
thing after it's gestation period. There was a
split too with the way the different groups
wanted to deal with government and how
they were going to deal witl1 modem
education etc.

MW: TI1ese Indian religions certaillly
seem like as if they are on the move - they

are not standing still or anything. Is there
any religion behind these that are on the
move which has been or is now - more
stable?
TC: Yes there is. Most of the Indians
who live in towns or in middle class areas
don' t seem to care so much or attend
services but there are others who live in the
traditional villages and they go to the
traditional services or rituals. Some of the
service have even been opened up to allow
white people to watch. The snake dance
where they take live rattle snakes and put
them in their mouth by the hundreds without
getting bitten, which they do every spring to
wake up the earth, they don' t do anymore.
So they are a little tamer than they were and
they don' t have the power invested as much
as they used to. I think ti1ey are just hanging
on and it's a bit truncated.
MW: You mentioned about fue Hopi
Indians going to United Nations. What did
they do?
TC: That was one of ti1eir big projects
that fuey told to fue whites. It came from the
1947 made up story that they were looking
for ti1e house of glass or house of mica. They
claimed ti1at they had a vision of the United
Nations building with it's windows and
needed to speak to it's leaders. They also
said that fuey had to do it at a certain
appointed time. They said that ti1ey could go
there and be turned away a number of times.
They thought fuis would happen as late as
the end of the 1960' s. There were several
factions who knew about this and they were
all clan1bering for ti1e next trip and who was
going to speak etc.
I was with one group of what were seen
as apprentice Hopi Indian prophecy groups
and they had an idea to take a Tibetan Bowl
and play this at tile United Nations. They
played it in one of the side rooms of the
United Nations as it happens. Somebody
like the Secretary General of the United
Nations at the end of this was due to come
and receive the bowl. So because of this, at
about the same time, ti1ere were people who
ilien started to say that the Tibetans were
connected with the Hopis and they had
matching prophecies with a force iliat was
going to transfom1 the planet. They said the
energies between the two groups were
somehow analogous.
So iliere were various trips made by
different groups on different years to ti1e
United Nations. Then some groups gave up
and some said ti1at ti1ey had changed ti1eir
mind and iliey were going to go and try
again the next year. So their disorganised
exploits get a bit comical frankl y with
competing claims of being the "last knock
on the door"

MW: I understand some of these
groups tum up at conferences and ask to
be allowed to speak.

especially for the crowds. I am working for
the people. I think we need to be a bit
mature.

TC: Sometimes they pretend they were
asked to speak by God. Most of the time
they don' t ask to speak because in the US
these Hopi Indians are very hot property
on the UFO circuit. h1 ti1e last 10 years I
think the Indian input into the UFO
conm1w1ity has gone up ten fold, with their
claims of "special" knowledge of the
aliens in the same way as they claimed
"special" knowledge of purifying forces
and the end of time. They have more than
kept up with the recent trends.

MW: Interesting though that you say
things about the Peyote plant and how it is a
character and an alien and it makes UFOs
and Crop Circles. Is Ulis a personal theory,
or is it a wliversally accepted one - for you
could be accused by the Indians of twisting
their plant folklore around.

MW: It sounds fine for the Hopi
Indians to claim all these connections with
other religions like the Tibetans but what
do the Tibetans have to say about all of
tllis.
TC: Well you have the same situation
with the Tibetans as you do with the Hopi
Indians. You have about five million
Tibetans wllich America has fluffed up to
a figure of nine million whereas in India
you have the refugees which number five
hlmdred fuousand and these are the ones
who do most of the talking. There are
insider cult elites who get together to
decide what their new by-line is going to
be. There, as it happens, some llighly
groomed Tibetans who have visited the
Hopi Indian reservations and it is these
who claim to have the special knowledge.
These people do go out to the reservations
and they go along with the gag and build
ti1ese special relationships.
MW: Where is all of this leading and
what is your advice.

TC: Well it depends on the Indian you
are speaking to. Some would say that Peyote
has nofuing to do with these things and that
the new church is not here yet. I think it is
fairly clear from the early prophecies within
the 1800' s that somewhere in the future the
Indians would get some new dispensation or
some new church but that also was also
going to affect whites in a whole new way.
Well crop circles are the strongest
expression of that I am aware of, and they
couldn't argue with me on that one. If we
are talking about their own traditions,
however, the Indians are probably more
expert on their history than I. So you might
find some disagreements. However the
influence at ti1e Peyote religion, which is
Christian by the way, is fairly new - just
since about 1880; and in fact many tribes
were suspicious of Peyote as a new thing
and though it might be in conflict with their
older traditions. So Peyote is a whole new
ball game and not really all that traditional.
So much of my opinion is personal but I
would rather go stand in the crop circles and
argue about crop circles than enter a tepee
and talk about h1dian traditions.
I will say that the new crop circle at
Barbury Castle with 6 crescents forming a
whirling spiral is more Peyote with "his"
{Peyote personified as a human male - Ed}
crescent altar form fulfilling true Hopi
Indian prophecy about alien prophecies.
[People who want to contact Tim can do
so through the mag. address.- Ed]

TC: Well I am kind of a strange bird.
When I came into these things in 1969 I
assun1ed ti1at I was going to see them tell
ti1e trufu about Peyote and it' s fulfilment
of a prophecy of a new church. I
thought that they would tell the
truth about the prophecies and so
I was prepared to move forward
back then. Now I am over here in
Europe to tell people about
Peyote and show people that he is
an alien and sometimes comes in
the fom1 of a craft, that he affects
our mentality and that he is
involved in crop circles. I want to
find out more about who the new
characters on the scene are. What
I would like to see is more
discernment in the UFO and
Crop Circle world and that
people take more of a keen look
at all these Indians who are
coming over here with a story
Image: Representation of new spiral crop circle.
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FORTEAN TIMES UN CONVENTION
97- A WEEKEND OF THE
WONDROUS
SATURDAY 19TH AND 20TH APRIL 1997

these people and also to get my copy of
Witnessed signed by Budd, which I did
(It's always nice to get books signed by the
auti10rs).

BUDD HOPKINS
BY CHRIS FOWLER
On Friday 18th April I set out from
Cardiff to London by coach to stay with my
brother and also attend my first Fortean
Times UnConvention, as they are called.
Due to the 'tongue in cheek' attitude of the
Fortean Times I was expecting this
conference to be quite different to the many
others I have attended over the last few
years which have been organised by such
pro UFO groups as Quest Intemational.
SATURDAY
I arrived early and after queuing outside
with many others I made my way into the
venue which was The Institute of Education
in Bedford Way West London. Unlike the
other conferences I have attended, there
were two main lecture halls where talks
were going on simultaneously. One hall had
speakers (such as the Reverend Lionel
Fanthorpe off 'Fortean TV') talking about
many different Fortean subjects such as
Vampires, Freaks, Screaming Sculls and
Lake Monsters, and the other hall mainly
had speakers talking about UFO related
subjects (though some were not related to
UFOs at all), this was the one I was
interested in due to my own interest in
UFOs.
The reason I had decided to attend the
conference was that some of the speakers I
had not seen talk before, in person anyway.
These included Budd Hopkins, who was to
talk about his abduction research and his
new book 'Witnessed' , and who you could
describe as the father of UFO sceptics Philip
Klass from Washington D.C. Also speaking
in tius hall was ti1e editor of ' Saucer Smear'
Jim Moseley, and Paul Deveraux from ti1e
UK (who is now a resident in ti1e US) . Paul
Devereaux is the researcher who ti1eorises
timt most real UFOs are not craft from an
unknown origin, but in fact plasma lights
ti1at are created by the earth. His work was
recently ti1e subject of an episode of
'Equinox' on Channel 4 titled 'Identified
Flying Objects' . The conference was also a
good chance for me to get photographs of

Budd came on after Richard
Wiseman's very amusing talk on the
legendary Indian Rope Trick, which it
appears was a complete hoax. Budd only
had one hour to talk, so Ius presentation
was not as good as some that I had seen on
video because he had to condense it
severely and only described the details of
ti1e Brooklyn Bridge abduction case
briefly. He showed examples of physical
landing traces caused by UFOs and many
photographs of marks ti1at have been left
on abductees bodies, some of which were
quite severe. He also showed some of the
drawings of the UFO involved in the
Brooklyn Bridge case wluch are printed in
the new book, these looked much better in
colour.

PIDLIP KLASS
Next on was Philip Klass, I
unfortunately nlissed part of his talk as I
was busy talking to people myself (as
usually happens at such events!) tl1ough I
caught ti1e last half during which he spent
a lot of time debunking a UFO Radar case.
TI1is appeared to go on for quite a while
and was a bit boring. I was surprised in a
way ti1at he wasn't as severe as I thought
he would be in Ius debunking attempts.
He made quite a few jokes, some even
about himself, and he said that he would
be convinced about UFOs if someone took
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close up video of one, not mentioning that
footage not far from tllis already exists. He
had a bit of a moan about him being edited
out of TV specials on UFOs that much to his
dislike ended up being pro UFO. I found
tllis funny as he now can get an idea of what
it's like to be treated as pro Ufologists have
been for years! Boo Hoo Phil! Also he
made a statement that he did not believe
that the Bentwaters UFO events were real as
he said that the people involved were users
of Marijuana wluch people smoke to
hallucinate, therefore they can not be
trusted!! At ti1e end of his talk he said that
he would love to get abducted and does not
fear such an event happening. What he did
say he feared was being abducted by a
beautiful female humanoid who would try
and take his sperm the old fashioned way,
tllis he said would cause problems in his
marriage. This went down real well witi1
most of the audience.
During his question time a friend of
mine named Dave Morgan asked what he
thought of the undeniable evidence in the
form of video from Mexico. Klass' answer
to this was that the UFO sightings in
Mexico are due to balloons on the ends of
string that cluldren have being video taped!
Such a weak argument against the Mexican
UFOs is laughable. When Dave said that he
thought tllis subject was too serious to be
laughed at he himself was laughed at and
even called a ****** by one individual in
ti1e audience. Afterwards I confronted tius
person who had insulted Dave and gave hin1
a right earful. I suggested that if he ti10ught
it was all a big funny joke and not serious in
any way then he better stop using planes as
many pilots world-wide have seen UFOs.
Pilots are obviously clowns in his view. I
told him that it would be a great joke if he
was in a plane ti1at got lut by a UFO just like
what happened over Mexico City on July
28th 1994. Attitudes like tllis person's to

me are just as much of a mystery as UFOs
themselves.
Is it denial or just pure
stupidity??

video on the Mexican sightings (Voyagers of
the Sixth Sun) he would also realise this, he
said he had not, so much for him knowing
all about the Mexico UFOs. When I
mentioned to llim the July 28th 1994 nlid air
UFO/aeroplane collision he said that this
was a plasma ball, tell that to the pilots
Paul! I do not dispute that there is probably
a genuine earth light phenomenon, but it is
obvious that this is not the explanation for
all UFO sightings, especially when they
consist of silver disc shaped objects on video
that reflect sunlight and turn up on Radar.
Like we have no solid proof that these UFOs
are alien vehicles, Paul has no solid proof
for his earth lights theory. It seems that he
is quite opposed to the idea of intelligently
controlled UFOs.

JIM MOSELEY

Jim Moseley was the next person to take
the stage, I again missed the first part of his
talk due to doing so myself and caught the
end of him talking dirt about Ufology. He
went down very well with the audience once
more due to him making a joke about the
whole subject. During the end of his talk he
stated his view that the Gulf Breeze UFOs
were a hoax citing the incident of the
individual named Tommy Smith who
clain1ed to have helped Ed Walters fake his
photos (see issue 12 of Truth Seekers).
Much of what the debunkers say, just like
what they accuse Ufolgists of, is not based
on proof. I would argue that the current
evidence for UFOs constitutes more proof
that UFOs are real than the debtmkers
evidence in such cases as Gulf Breeze
proves that they are not.
Je1my Randles was the next speaker to
take to the stage, having seen Jenny talk
before on a nmnber of occasions I chose to
give her talk a miss and I came into the hall
to catch the last part of her talk and her short
question time. She had a bit of a dig about
an mmamed UFO author getting an
extremely large advance for a UFO book
(over £30,000!) and said that now is the best
time to write a book about UFOs! It is a
pretty ridiculous amount compared to the
£1500 she said she had just got for a book.
She also had a dig a Nick Pope (was the last
dig aimed at him?) and the MoD saying that
contrary to what Nick says, there does seem
to be some sort of covert UFO investigation
going on in the MoD who send out people to
visit and intimidate witnesses. Tllis is a
point that I agree with Jenny on completely.
Nick was also present at the conference
(though not speaking) and I had a chat with
him about some recent findings of ours that
suggest that some other departnlent in the
MoD is involved in UFOs, Nick just ddn't
appear to be that interested as usual!

PAUL DEVEREUX
Paul Devereax was the next speaker
on, his talk was basically about his theory
that UFOs are earth lights caused by stress
in the earth, wllich as a result generates
plasma balls that hover in the sky. Paul
has travelled the world investigating earth
light phenomenon and has had the
opportunity to visit Mexico, the site of
some of the most intense UFO activity
ever, and had met with the respected
investigative journalist Jaime Maussan
who has been investigating the UFOs in
Ius country since 1991. Paul declared the
events in Mexico as being a load of crap
and he knew all about them having been
there. After his talk my friend Dave
Morgan, a person who has been closely
following the UFO events in
Mexico, confronted Paul with
some points about the Mexican
UFOs. We then found out that
in fact Paul did not know "all
about the Mexican UFOs", even
though he had just made a
sweeping statement in front of a
large audience that he did. He
even admitted that some of the
videos he had seen from Mexico
he could not explain, there was no such
statement during his talk! He seemed to
get quite irritated and stated sometlling
along the lines of if everyone makes a big
fuss that the Mexico UFOs are craft, then
people may end up like the recent
'Heaven's Gate' cult who committed mass
suicide because they believed that there
was a UFO travelling with the comet HaleBopp. Is this what Paul thinks of serious
UFO researchers and people who are
interested in the subject? I hope not.
He argued that the July lith 1991
eclipse UFO over Mexico City was not a
UFO and said that the UFO in relation to
the stars visible on the footage in the back
ground did not move. Tllis is not the case
and I told him that if he had seen the latest

All in all I had a good weekend there in
London, the conference was well organised
and very well attended, though what I
probably enjoyed about it most was seeing
friends from around the country who I
usually only get to see at such events, I also
made some new friends there which is
always 11ice. As for these sceptics (such as
tl1e man in the audience who I gave an earful
to), it seems t11at most of them are not true
sceptics as they are totally unaware of a lot
of evidence for UFOs and have not checked
tllings out properly. The reaction to such
evidence by the ones who are aware seems
to suggest to me that once again the problem
is not with the evidence, it's with the
people. Will they ever change?, the answer
is probably not

Photo: Phil Klass has the final
word .... "Doh ... "
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Symbols appear in many forms. The most obvious forms of symbolism is that used in art although
we often forget that letters of the alphabet are indeed symbols. The art of placing a hidden meaning
behind a symbol is the domain not just of artists but esoteric masters. To understand what we see in
civilised everyday life we should study the hidden language of symbols. When we do this we see
more in the design of buildings and in everyday art than we ever knew was there previously.
Sometimes this is good and sometimes this is bad; for the secret schools have hidden their
messages in places and positions which control our lives, such as on money and in churches and
buildings of importance such as government offices...

What hann could there be behind the
use of symbols you may ask. Well nothing so
direct it would seem at first Advertisers use
symbology to subliminally induce us to buy
things. There is a very well tuned science
behind this and symbols need not be obvious
to the eye. Even the use of colour and
placement also have meaning. Advertisers
today use colour analysts to advise on effects
of colour on mood so that the emotions of a
person can be affected through the use of
highly ontrolled imagery.
Magicians (the real type) and esoteric
students know the potential of symbols. For
them symbols represent a way of hiding
secret messages which can then only be
understood by ti1e initiated, or for hiding
secrets which they believe represent the way
the universe works or can be manipulated
via magic. Much of this symbolism comes
into the domain of numerology and the
belief that certain numbers have certain
meanings in life and powers and energies
which represent life in it' s many varied
forms - from energies to plant life and from
animals to gods. Angles too play a role in
magic symbolism and the angular values in
a shape could be linked to a date or time or
numerological value of ti1e things you are
trying to influence.
Magical students will often imply that a
symbol carries it's own power and can
attract energies and change the balances of
ti1e universe according to the design. Some
refer this to as "form energy". This is the
principle behind talismanic magic and also
behind what I term the "mechanism" of
magic; this is where magic students will
give close study to symbols and learn their
power, then in magic the act of conjuration
or invocation in a magical ceremony will
then use the learned symbology to help the

magical student concentrate specifically on
a task in front of him/her. Early magical
symbolism has eastern roots going back
even to Babylonian times.
A question which I have asked myself
many times and have never had answered
properly by any esoteric student is, how
does one know that these symbols and
representations
are
the
truest
representations there can be. I am caused
to ask if the earliest civilisations did have
knowledge of the universe that far exceeds
our knowledge today and if this is how the
symbology was passed down. History
shows us many interesting artefacts which
do not fit into many a historians idea of
how the past should have been. Some of
these artefacts include technology which
seems out of place and some represent
knowledge which seems well up by today 's
standards. Certainly it looks as if when it
comes to knowledge of the stars, we are
just catching up.
One interesting point about symbols is
that they, like music, can transgress the
boundaries and constrictions of language
differences. Symbols may be a universal
language and one is left to ask, would the
first communication between earth and an
alien race take place through gestures another form of symbolism.
There is a higher form of symbolic
representation than that of basic symbols
which lie flat on pieces of paper. Magical
students use 3 dimensions to work their
magic in witi1 3D models of shapes. The
work in this field shows amazing
consistencies
between
universal
placements of planets and stars on the big
scale down to the placement of particles
inside atoms. All have a 3D form and
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shape. Alchemists knew this and ascribed
shapes as representations of atoms something which chemists to today. The big
question is cm1 we ever fmd a universal rule
which fits the infmitely complex world of
atoms through galaxies. To fmd this
com1ection would mean to fmd a key to the
Universe which could unlock the ability to
predict future events. Scientists are looking
for answers to this question every day and
symbols and multi dimensional models are
an integral part of their research.
I do have my worries though. I worry
that some people, in a very secret esoteric
way, may already have many of the answers
to many universal questions and may be
keeping tllis information from us for bad
reasons. My pllilosophy is fore wan1ed is
fore armed. What is out there to be learned
is best learned. Magic is a reality to me and
we can not be complacent to it's use. A first
stage in someone's interest in understanding
these things is to look at symbols and try to
see why they hold power.
Here are some tests to prove that people
ascribe feelings and powers to symbols.

006
Look at these three basic shapes. A
circle and square a triangle. Take a moment
now to allow yourself to feel what the
shapes do for you emotionally and then how
you think they operate, what they do?
This may sound like a strange thing to
do but please indulge yourself.

PHOTOS: Right upper, Dollar bill shows
many Freemason elements. Note that as opposed to tribity triangles all sides are nor
equal - so out of balance - a possible alignment with evil???
Middle left, "All Seeing E ye"
Middle right, "Seal of Solomon" made up of
pentagrams - which are powerful magical
symbols.
CIRCLE
T11e circle is often reported as having a
sense of completeness, depth, infmity and is
often used as a representation for God. The
infinity comes from the shape having no
beginning or no end. People say that they
feel at ease with this shape; Circles are
supposed to remind us of our mothers face
when we are newly born. This is another
reason why we have a special cmmection
with them. The sun being circular and
giving us wam1th is another.
SQUARE
T11e square is a more complex shape and
so does not foster quite such wam1 emotion
but represents order and stability, to some it
represents earthly things and the material
realm we live in. Objects witi1 sharp angles
are never quite so pleasing to ti1e eye. In
symbolic tem1s right angles are supposed to
represent evil energy, but you would have to
make your own 1nind up on ti1is.
TRIANGLE
T11e triangle is often felt to have an
energy of motion and is often very
demanding of attention or energy - perhaps
this is why it is used a warning sign in many
countries. It represents balance if all three
sides of ti1e triangle are equal length as in
this triangle. Balance is a key in ti1is
symbol, as in religious tenus it represents
the Holy Trinity ie. The Father, T11e Son and
ti1e Holy Ghost. Tirree also means mind,
body and spirit.
If the triangle point is upwards the
symbol represents the male aspect and also
ascent towards heaven. Ifti1e tip faces down
the aspect is feminine and cmmects heaven
to earth. The triangle is also used to
represent the elements of Fire, Air, Water
and Earth. Male triangles are Fire which is
a potent force, female triangles are water
and a more passive element. A triangle also
represents the second most basic shape - the
circle being the fust - as it contains only
three sides. T11is makes it ti1e most basic
rudiment of power. If you agree witi1 any of
the above statements then you are probably
an average person with nonnal reactions.
These links between these basic symbols
and our feelings run deep.

snow and ice.
COLOURS
We can try the same test with colours
now. lnlagine Black, White, Red then
Blue. What do you feel?
Black is reported as being a lonely
colour, deep and with much space. Some
people find it a unilappy colour as it seems
devoid of all life. Some people are
frightened of black in the same way as
they may be frightened of the dark. Black
is seen in the west as being a colour of
deati1 whilst ti1ose in the east see it as a
representation oftin1e. Egyptians saw it as
the colour of rebirth.

Red is obviously the colour of fire and
warmth. Red also signified strength and
movement. Red can mean energy of our
blood nnming in our veins. Seeing red is a
sign of anger and so red is often seen as the
colour of war. Red personifies the masculirie
principle and tilis connects with Mars and
the upwards pointing triangle which is also
a Mars symbol.

Wllite is said to embody the concept of
purity or virginity. It seems bright and
seems to contain knowledge and
information - hence the tenn Illunlination.
White can also be a cold colour as with
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Blue could be said to be a cool colour
and is attributed with wisdom and intellect.
Romans and Greeks aligned blue as the
colour of Venus. With the downward facing
triangle which means water - blue is the
colour of water and so is a feminine colour.

Again it is easy to see how colour
symbolism works. More complex colour
alignments are dealt with in specialist books
on the subject.

COMPLEX SYMBOLS

To look at more literal representation of
a secret society we can look at the solid
structure shape of a pyramid, obelisk and
eye; for these are three representations used
by the Freemasons, a secret society which
controls much of our lives from behind the
scenes. Bear in mind that the symbology
used by Freemasons is supposed to be secret
and is often hidden in many places. If not
hidden, then used in such a way so it will
not normally be tmderstood or questioned.
To Freemasons and others the Pyramid
represents a movement through spiritual
attainment. The tip represents the threshold
with God. It also has a concentrating force
from all of the energy in it's base provides
power to the tip. Remove the base and you
remove the power. Society is organised like
a pyramid, with its rulers at the top relying
on the power of the people below to support
them. Some see the pyramid as a reflection
of the four balance elements of earth, air,
fire and water on a solid base which is
square. Many people would like to see a
circular organised society structure instead
of the pyramidal structure which dominates
our world
Americans use the symbology of the
pyran1id on the dollar and in the "Seal Of
The United States". This is because all
founding fathers of the US (Those who
signed the declaration of independence)
were Freemasons bar one. Why then do the
Freemasons want to de-cap the pyramid then
and what is the significance of this symbolic
statement. Do they want to remove the
pyranlids power or corrupt it?

PYRAMID
If we imagine a circle that represents
God, to cut it in half would create a semicircle wllich as an uncompleted or nonbalanced shape which would represent
Satan or Evil. If we look at a pyranlid,
which embodies symbolism of power,
elements, ascension and spirituality and
we cut it in half we have cut off the ability
to reach the spirituality. The upper part of
the pyramid floating above the cutpyramid may represent an unattainable
level of spirituality, or that we are not
meant to be that high.
In Freemasonry the goal is to become
a complete and correct part of the order of
the universe . On earth a Freemason
symbolically sees llimself as a stone brick
(known as an Ashlar). A rough Ashlar will
not fit into any space of a uniform
structure, so one must be disciplined and
uniform in order to fit in - one must be the
same as everyone else. Freemasons talk of
being "square" for this reason. It is put
forward by the Freemasons that the
symbology of the floating pyramid (see
previous page) above the cut pyran1id
means that the pyranlid is incomplete and
that there is still work to be done. This
may mean that in life or society the
Freemasons busy themselves in doing

work wllich will bring about uniformity or
balance. This is where speculation comes to
just how far Freemason will go in their
search for perfection in society. I believe
that there is a behind the scenes push for a
One World Government as Freemasons
operate at the highest levels of government
and Royal fanlilies. This is how they change
laws and policies to allow transition into
more unified "One World" government.
Little known is the fact that the shape
left behind after you de-cap a pyramid is
known as a trapezoid and is the main symbol
used in Church of Satan I Order of the
Trapezoid.
Also notice that the eye is illunlinated

which means that the level of spirituality or
knowledge that this person/being/god or
secret society has, is greater than the larger
portion of the pyramid (the public) would
know. Once you can see how the symbology
works you can understand how the
Freemasons are trying to rub our noses in
the fact that they know more than we do and they aren't helping us by telling either!
OBELISK

PHOTOS: Above two: This obelisk in
Prague has an all seeing eye above it.
Top Right: More eyes on churches in the
Czech republic.
Middle Right: More obelisk magic after the
new Czech Freemason Prime Minister decides to cap his obelisk with a pyramid.
Perhaps the work of the Freemasons is now
"completed" in the Czech Republic, now
that they are joining the European Union One World Govenunent...
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The symbology used all over the world
for male ascension power is the obelisk.
This represents the phallus and is pointing
upwards towards heaven. This is a
representation of male power to push into
the reahn of the Gods. The Washington
monument obelisk is a classic example of a
Freemason designed structure. It represents
the male nature of politics in the US and
Secret Societies connected with politics. In
magical terms the placement - in a straight
line facing east - is also important. This part
of American history and symbolism is lost to
most people who simply view the monument

PHOTOS: Left two, Church with
trinity/all seeing eye on top spire
lance.
Right: Freemasonic ring showing
compass and set square which is really a hidden sign for the Seal Of
Solomon. The G stands for God
which is interesting because Freemasonry claims to be a non-religious organisation. See the comparison to the
Star Of David below.
Bottom left: A Prague synagogue
with Star of David window.

HIDDEN
The symbology of the freemasons is
hidden in many places and one of the
cleverest ways they have hidden ilie Seal of
Solomon is ill their use of ilie compass and
set square. This is the universal emblem of
Freemasons and you can easily see the
comparisons between ilie two symbols.

as a nice piece of artwork. Strange coming
from such a religious country with harsh
views on occultism - which is exactly what
the monument represents.

IStar of David/Seal of Solomon I

THE EYE
THE STAR OF DAVID
Symbolically an eye or oval shape
represents a doorway which takes the
outside world to the iimer. T11is gateway can
work the other way too and lets the iimer
world come out through the eye. Similar to
childbirth. The power of the eye is great ii1
terms of hypnosis. In pagan cultures the eye
represents God and ill modem cultures the
eye represents wisdom. The oval represents
female genitalia. In Egyptian culture the eye
represented Horus, the lord of the skies.,
which was one of many Egyptian gods.
T11e eye in Freemason tenus represents
the All Seeillg Eye of the creator who is
"The Grand Architect of the Universe".
Placed on the floating pyramid and
considering the masons connection to the
pyramids and even Egyptian Freemasonry,

we could quite easily be given to deduce that
the deity being worshipped by the
Freemasons is ill fact Horus. Dig deeper to
the origins of Horus in earlier cultures and
you can see the connection to the demon god
Baal.

The other symbol we see the
freemasons use quite frequently is the Seal
Of Solomon. This symbol is also used by
Jewish religion. To Freemasons it
represents balance ill the universe - or as
they put it "iliere must be darkness ill light
and light ill darkness". Not everyone
would wish to agree with tlus poillt as it
seems to give power to negative concepts
but perhaps iliey are right. You must
decide.
T11e symbology used is of two triangles
transposed over each other. This means
balance of the two energies - masculille
and femillille. It also is the balance of fire
against water. Lastly the energy from earili
to heaven and heaven to earili is balanced.
However there is one more little known
representation which is that of union
between man and woman. As used ill the
Roman Catholic Church, symbology of
chalice cup (vagina), fount (vagii1a) and
temple candles (phallus - as I was to leam
from Alesh ill Ius illterview this month)
these symbols represent sexual union
between male and female and are brought
together ill iliis way inside the church!
This would mean that Freemasonry along
with the Catl10lic Church is a fertility cult.
TI1e worship of ancient deities such as
Osiris, who was a fertility goddess would
confmn tllls. One would not expect to fmd
tlus sort of occult emblems in a church but
we do - not so much ill British churches
but certaillly ii1 European.

The use of tllls symbology on ilie dollar
and other money ill the U.S. is obvious but
do we have sillular symbology hidden on
U.K. money? The short answer is yes, but it
is harder to fmd. Here we have made it easy
for you by enlargillg notes and showillg you
ilie areas to look on. (next page)
Why tl1e use of such symbols on money
ill particular is so iinportant to Freemasons
is not directly apparent to me, unless iliey
feel tllat money requires some sort of
magical power. If you were wondering why
the 6 sided star - Seal Of Solomon has six
sides, six beillg a number of negative and
evil, iliere is an alleged reason so we are
told. There is supposed to be a sevenili side
which is ii1Visible and transcends the
spiritual. This sounds like rubbish to me.
Maybe tlus is ilie reason iliat it appears ill so
many places - because it is an evil number
iliat is misrepresented by tllose who hide
illside secret societies and behind apocrypha
(hidden knowledge). It is possible however
iliat the real meanillgs are obscured and iliat
iliese symbols are not bad after all, iliough I
doubt it.
One illterestillg fact about six sided stars
is that when you measure ilie sides iliey are
all equal and ilie sides also equal ilie radius
- which is an odd fact. It also is a symbol of
great complexity because it repeats illside
itself illto illfmity - see illustration - no
matter how many tiines you draw it you will
always end up witl1 a six sided shape to
start the next star. Keep your eyes open for
illstances of secret symbols ill society.
We are also interested in hearing from
people who find such instances and we want
to publish these in the magazine. There will
be more on symbolism and basics of sacred
geometry in future editions ofTruthseekers.
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LEFT: The six sided
star in the hexagon
repeats itself and is
copied into infinity.
The concept of balance and infinity runs
through this symbol.
Note how it appears
as the hexagon base
in certain depictions
but is always hiding
the true representation of the two triangles underneath.
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pipes up. Does he realise someone is
guiding him? He has a golden aura
round his head. Oh yes, he nods, she is
not the first to say this.

1:
ql
bYHugh Thomas, StJcttJiaryofBristolHumanists

Talking to me later, one local
urologist is frank about how he got into
subscribe?
the field. "I lost my faith in religion
They, say there was once a man
when I was young, I started looking
who went all around the world,
Yes, crop circles, he says. He
round for some explanation for how
believing everything he was told
reckons a lot of the experts in that are
things are, and found it in the flying
only in it for the money. Perhaps
wherever he went. When he came
saucers." An older couple, until recently
catching an uneasy shifting in some of
happily touring crop circles as their
home, he wrote a book about his
main Sununer mont11s pastime, relate a
the audience - after1 all, we are near
experiences. It was called Gullible's
Travels.
Wiltshire ,, here - he modifies · his
similar tale. They got into crop circles
position. 1iOK, he says, there probably>; __ after being professional wrestling fans
Such a character is Matthew
w~s.
phe~omena ~sic) , ,there t~, then it was all debunked by the News of
Williams,
a
personable
young
ong1~ally, but t' · now hidden by all \ the World. He cheerfully admits to a
Welslunan who's a modern day Gullible
tl1e mess made by money grabbers and
ong line of disappointments, traced
if ever there was one. Matthew was the
ho<Lxers. Ab, t11at's better - you can
'J ight back to discovering as a child that
visiting speaker recently at the Bristolhear e audjence r_~gain. · hey
anta Claus wasn't real. His wife says
based British Flying Saucer Bureau's
can ke4p believing~Fm; momen~ ht< .
e was brought up a convent girl.
0
But back to Matthew. He spends
of armchair urologists, sleevelesswitl10ut an oeen mind.
-~
l
.
. ,uch of his time now hanging round
~~,;
jumper wearing pensioners "stuck.j n a
" cr-· "''"''" .
e perimeter fences at at West Country
1950s time warp.
·~-.....,.......,~4al·~·s own belief began
· ry sites like Rudloe Manor,
when he was d,riving from ··his · ¥1d · hoping ~et arrested by the MOD
Glamorgan h . e one ·,night /
police like hii'~ro.,Qood. Matthew and
Unlike the stalwarts of BFSB
lsi. e
his chums are con~i'iicea ,Jhat it's all
received a w cotne in the
however, Matthew is an exponent of the
new wave of British Ufology. For the
from a strang triangular llght acr ss
·going on in the undergrourid""tun!t~Js
new breed, tl1e subject began around
the valley. L sing sigl ,fit, he di , 't
below Wiltshire: the Truth is Do"(n
1990. Matthew is an evangelising
even bother m look in 11a directio on
·There. He distributes a map to the
disciple of modern UFO messiah
tl1e way ho e agai .
week ater
audience at the end of his talk. He'd
Timotl1y Good: now there is a grand
though, it I came ck t him " ke a
even hired a light aircraft to fly over _Jhe
name for a guru if ever there was one.
bucket of ·water eing t own over
place to help him draw it, "unusuaiK
air
Good is t11e professional musician who's
me", and 1at wa it, He I ked p t11e
shaft buildings" and all.
J.
Good B k an was d · y h oked.
{
written a series of fat best-sellers on
Ufology. He tours the country's halls
Matthew~ alks o his life before Os,
And if you're still not convin&d,
doing handbr
turns in supe · arket
there's the evidence of the stra,hge
preaching to the nose-ringed faithful at
eleven quid a throw, telling t11em The
car parks withJlis mates. Jtife~aq..rn~ople seen walking dogs aroundJ.the
Government Knows About UFOs.
meaning, he shys. Now it Ms. ~He
nhlitary base. Strange, because they're
talks of coming out of da):kness into-'-a'll wearing similar clothes: green
Crashed ships, alien autopsies, offworlders in the UN: you name it, he
wellies, green wax jackets - almost !as if
light, ~nd he 'edits a magdzin called
believes it. and he wants us to be true
Truth Seekers' Review.
they were all issued from the ~arne
believers too.
f
store.
Again I try my luck ,with a
Believing things is the hallmark of
question. Given the foregoing and
BFSB's members are
duly
impressed by Matthew.
Crowding
tlle new urologist: no place here for
other signs - the meeting is In a
scepticism, healthy or otherwise. In the
Friends' Meeting House and he stands
round him at the end like teeny hoppers,
they snapped Truth Seekers' Review
course of his evening's presentation,
in front of us well groomed in his beat
young Matthew intimates that he
like t11ere's no tomorrow.
suit, like one of those Mormon
believes not only in flying saucers and
missionaries - has it occurred to him
alien abductions, but also in out-of-body
Gullible? You'd better believe it.
that what he's caught Lip in here is
experiences, clairvoyance, spiritualism,
actually a religious movement?
What do you think? Write and let us know
telepathy, ghosts, and probably a few
and we will pass your comments on to the
other things I've forgotten too. Later I
Mattl1ew is unfazed. He hints
author who we think was very arrogant and
take advantage of a lull in t11e question
tl1at these things are all connected.
narrow minded to twist our work like this ...
session after his talk to ask: is there any
UFOs, God... life, t11e universe,
-ED
fringe belief at all to which he does not
everything. A woman in the audience
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• UNIQUE UFO FOOTAGE
• MAJOR REVELATIONS
• AN IDEAL VENUE TO MEET
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PLUS CLUB ORGANISATIONS
~--------------~

B.E.A.M.S
THE BRITISH EARTH AND AERIAL
MYSTERIES SOCIETY
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ANALLDAYEVENT
NOVEMBER 8th

1997
10am • 10pm
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UNIVERSITY OF BRADFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE
A CONFERBIICE OPB\1 TO EVERYONE FROM ALL GROUPS,
PERSUASIONS AND WALKS OF UFE ••• TOlALLY UNUKE
ANYTHING THAT HAS GONE BEFORE

UFO'S

THE

PARANORMAL

•SENSATIONAL NEWS•
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~JF' t ST SHOWING IN THE U.K

PLUS • POR THE PIRST TIME EVER • SPIRITS CAUGHT ON CAMERA
FOR THE ARST TIME EVER, ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD, PSYCHICS CAPTURE IRREAJTABLE VIDEO EVIDENCE OF THE
SURVIVAL OF INDMDUAL PERSONAUTY AND CONSCIOUSNESS ON A HIGHER FREQUENCY OR PLANE OF EXISTENCE.
GENUINE GHOST FOOTAGE, (FEATURING A TRANSPARENT APPARITION, A PERIOD MANIFESTATION, NUMEROUS SPIRIT
VOICES, PLUS A SHAPE-SHIRING AGURE), WILL BE SHOWN

•GUEST SPEAKERS•
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•ROBERT BAUUAL*•
/AUTHOR AND EGVPTOLOGISTI
• .#JNTHONVt DODD • r
,-~~ j!jjjsTWRiifij'J.I.IAifiiS•
/SECRET BASES, TECHNOLOGIES, CONSPIRJICIESI

• TOifll HARRISON •

PROFESSIONAL
CINEMA-STYLE
GIANT SCREEN
AUDIO-VISUAL
PRESENTATION

!SEANCE ROOM PHENOMENA INVESTIGATION • PRESENTING A SLIDESHOW OF INCREDIBLE HAPPENINGS/

•lfiiARK HEVIMOOD •
/CROP CIRCLE AUTHORITVI
•EAMONN ANSBRO & ALAN SEWELL •
II.C.U.F.O.S INIIESTIGATORS DISCUSSING THE UI=O SCENE IN EIREI

•PHILIP KINSELLA •

/tEl WITNESS AND AUTHOR, PERHAPS THE FINEST EXAMPLE OF FACE TO FACE CONTACT WITH AN ALIEN ENTITVJ

•PETER &

DIANE SHEPHERD •

IHUSBAND & WII=E WITNESSES 01= AN ACTUAL LANDED UI=OI

LECTURES WILL BE PRESENTED IN A MASSIVE 950 SEAT, TIERED AUDITORIUM WITH AUDIENCE RADIO-MICROPHONE.
APPROX 1 HOUR STAGE TIME PER LECTURER PLUS APPROX 20 MINUTES FOR AUDIENCE QUESTIONS
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TICKETS FOR THIS
ALL-DAY EVENT ARE JUST

£10

(BOOK YOUR SEATS EARLY AS
RAPID SELL-OUT EXPECTED}

.-------------------------------~--~--~---------,

1
BOOKING I=ORM
I NAME: .... .. . .. . ... ....... .. ....... . . . ... . ............ . . . ......... . .. . ... . ..... . ..................
I ADDRESS: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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1 PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES PAYABLE TO THE ORGANISER; KENNETH PARSONS
I Send to: FORBIDDEN KNOWLEDGE CONVENUON, B.E.A.M.S {UK), 7 NORTH DRIVE, SHORTSTOWN, BmFORD, BmS MK42 OTL
I PLEASE SEND A STAMPED, SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE WITH ALL CORRESPONDENCE;
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I MAP AND DIRJ;CTIONS SUPPLIED WITH ALL ORDERS. Tel: 01234 403461 (24 hour contact line) for more details.
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